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ONE HUDE YASAG

ALL-STEAM, ALL-STEEL:
WHITE SQUADRON TO
GREAT WHITE FLEET

America Acquires a New Navy
Wilbur D. jones, Jr.

I n 1878, Admiral DavidDixon Por-
ter, head of the Board of Inspec-

tion, reported a grave situation to the
Secretary of the Navy. Only 33 cruis-
ers, 13 monitors and two gunboats were
sen,iceable, and conditions were wors-
ening. Two years later, he repeated the
warning: America had dropped to rank
12th worldwide in ironclad strength,
below Chile. He likened the Navm to a
Chinese fort on which "dragons were
painted to frighten the enemy away.

The U.S. Navy was a sad, embar-
rassing lot, replete with creaking, ill-
equipped Civil War relics afloat and
aching for leadership ashore. Account- o....
ability was difficult to find. The Sec-
retary to whom Porter reported, un-
impressed, resigned in 1880. IS

One observer said the status was
so discreditable that immediate ac-
tion was necessary "if the navy was
to be saved from total disappearance. ,

Professor Jones is Director of the
DSMC Press and Director of the De-
fense Acquisition Historical Center. This
account is taken from research on a 2

book he is writing on the history of
defense acquisition. He recommends I. William Eaton Chandler. Secretary of the Navy, 1882-85, initiated construction of the New
visiting the cruiser USS Olympia, the Navi.

only surviving ship of the New Naiiy, a 2. The protected cruiser LISS Atlanta, first of the "ABCDs," the first ship of the New Nav',
mid- 1880s.museum berthed at Penns Landing LIS 3 USS Connecticut (131-18) leads the Io-battleship Great White Fleet on the start of its

Philadelphia. world cruise. December 1 L07.
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Research and development was prac- gress. would spawn a dramatic pas- For National Safety, Economy
tically nonexistent because technicians sage from wooden sailing ships and and Honor
believed America should base its iron-hulled gunboats to a modern,
development on experimentation of world-class all-steam, all-steel "New National safe'v, economy, and
other countries. The shore establish- Navy." Program Manager herein ex- honor imperatively demands a
ment was inefficient and payoffs in amines its birth, infancy and adoles- thorough rehabilitation of the
Navy yards were such that some yards cence and the war it won. culminat- nav1.5
were even named for their district con- ing in the Navy's most historic voyage. -President Chester A. Arthur, 1882
gressman. the cruise of the Great White Fleet.

The story is a continuum of interac- Garfield started naval moderniza-
The Navy's serious state eventu- tions among the Secretaries of the tion under his Secretary of the Navy

ally provoked strong voices of indig- Navy. Congress and industry, and their (SECNAV) William Henry Hunt. a
nation, mostly naval officers. to call varying, but steady, impacts on fleet Louisiana federal judge, in 1881.*
for reform. Their clamor, fueled by a modernization. Urged by Porter, Hunt formed a Na-
national expansionist fervor to match val Advisory Board, called "naval as-
the Europeans and encouraged by Con- By 1881, experienced sailors and sistants," headed by Rear Admiral lohn

Members of Congress had sufficiently Rodgers. Hunt directed the Board to
challenged stagnant naval policy and advise him on the number of vessels
were beginning to have sway. Through to be built and their classes, sizes,
the Naval Institute, for one, and its machinery, displacements, material,
Proceedings. officers aired their dis- form of construction, equipment, rig-

, may over the paucity and obsoles- ging and internal outfittings. Forma-
)cence of the fleet and suggested tion of this Board on 4 March 1881 is

changes, but struggled to gather a con- recognized as the beginning of the
a, sensus for its proper purpose, size "New Navy." a term which immedi-

and organization. ately stuck with the press and public.

VZ: When lames A. Garfield became In November 1881, the Board pro-
president in March 1881, the public posed an immediate sweeping pro-

- was warming to naval expansion to gram which Hunt supported before
support a more active foreign policy. Congress. It included construction of

0 Navy men believed the competitive 18 steel cruisers and an assortment
. race for international markets "would of 50 warships of other fabrication.

.. • Vsurely become a struggle for survival An eight-year program called for 116
••< C in which sea power would prove de- warships, including 21 armored cruis-

cisive."' The U.S. world trade had ers, but the numbers were too large
grown rapidly, and exports had tripled for the country to take at once. So, in
in 10 years. The treasury had a $100- 1882, Congress authorized only two
million surplus, and it was time for a cruisers without funding them. but
larger fleet to protect the national mer- did establish a Naval Board of Advice
chant marine, and Survey to supervise and design

the construction. The legislation
America continued looking wvest- marked a significant departure point

ward while anchoring its Atlantic hemi- from the Old Navy as Congress barred
spheric interests. The mood for na- spending funds to repair wooden ships
tional security was defensive only to when the estimated cost was in ex-
protect from invaders and coastal raid- cess of 20 percent of that for a new
ers. "Not that isolationism was dead," ship of the same size and material.
a historian noted, "the posture of de- Money saved wvas to be spent for build-
fense remained so firmly entrenched ing "two steam cruising vessels of war"
that most officers continued to think of domestically manufactured steel.°

4 in terms of a peace navy.", But most The administration was so embarrassed
observers agreed to the thesis that

4. Admiral George Dewey. t he hero of'the national security depended wholly on * ttunt's dppointrlenl was typical of the
Secretaries of the times, satisfyinig political

Battle of Manila Bay. and first president of armed might and a newv Manifest constituencies and the President's needs. but
the General Board. Destiny. without naval experience.
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Organization of the Navy Department - 1887 gines generating 5.00O horsepower for
a top speed of 18 knots, and was

[ SECNAV ] rigged as a barkentine. Her brig-rigged

JG [lighter sisters had less speed and guns.
JUDGE ADVOCATE "Obsolescent when built, they were

THE BUREAUS GENERAL always more significant for their ef-
fect on the navy and its industrial
base than for their direct contribution

NAVIGATION CONSTRUCTION STEAM YARDS AND to U.S. sea power.'~ Noncompeti-
AND REPAIR ENGINEERING DOCKS twive, es, but America finally was in

PROVISIONS MEDICINE EQUIPMENT AND aval race.

AND CLOTHING AND SURGERY RECRUITING

The Guiding Hand of
Congress and Other

at the neglectful state of the Navy it Thcsc four steam vessels, though Organizational Interference
assigned the bad-news bearer. Hunt. limited, marked the beginning of the
as ambassador to Russia. transition to an all-steel Navv. The It makes no difference with

cruisers Atlanta. Boston and Chicago mc... whethcr the Administrution
In 1882. President ChesterA. Arthur. and the dispatch (communications) is Democratic or Republican and

who assumed the office on President vessel, Dolphin. together were quickly it seems to mc that it ought not
Garfield's assassination, appointed a nicknamed the "ABCDs." The ABC11s. to with an'v other gentlemran. It
new SECNAV, William Eaton Chan- also rigged for a partial sail. had double is a grcat nationatl question what
dler. Chandler named a second Board hulls and watertight compartments and sort of Navv wc should havc."
chaired by Commodore Robert W. were full' electrified. With the gun- -Hilar, Abner Herbert (D-Ala.).
Charles Shufeldt to revisit the issues. boat Yorktown. the ships became the Chairman. House Naval Affairs
Its recommendation was modest but first unit deployed to operate together Committee. 1890
successful, and urged constructing under newly de\'eloped tactics and
three steel-protected cruisers and a were called the "'White Squadron." Ulntil the late I 880s. the Navv ae-
dispatch vessel. In the 188,. Naval partment was being administered as
Appropriations Act which funded them. The ships were admired at home it had been since 1842. The President
Congress directed the ships use the but were puny by foreign standards. had overall responsibiIlity which he
latest inventions and advertised bids. Chicago displaced 4.5X1 tons. mounted delegated to his civilian Secretary. The
inviting "all engineers and mechanics a main batteR' of four modern 8-inch Secretary personally directed the Navv
of established reputation and all repu- rifles, measured 2.35 feet. had twin with advice from flag officer or senior
table manufacturers of vessels. steam screws, four two-cycle cmornpcund en- captain chiefs of the technical bureaus.
engines. boilers, and ordnance hav-
ing or controlling regular establish-
ments and being engaged in the busi-
ness...."- Congressional intervention
in rebuilding the Navy was undenvay
and would increase in magnitude and
frequency.

Construction problems were for-
midable. American steel mills could
not roll plates suitable for cruiser hulls
and Navy shipyards could not build
steel ships. Chiefs of the Na\-v Bu-
reaus of Construction and Repair and
Steam Engineering. jealous of preroga-
ti\'ve, refused to provide finished de-
signs. Consequently. Chandler adver-
tised for bids from private firms. but
awarded construction of all four ves-
sels to one firm. lohn Roach of Chester.
Pa.. the low bidder on each. lliýtjlhh Wc'.1 , l1't lphi. •'nc ,t thc \IkIl. , \&v "•,,r' harlor. .w I.100
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The SECNA\'s faced frequent
testings of will in managing the De-
partment. The tenures of the multiple
"Fathers of the New Navy." as histo- ..
rians anoint each Secretary.* are char-
acterized by the their inexperience in
na\'al matters. bitter departmental and
partisan politics, outright or alleged
corruption, lack of a policy-making
mechanism, departmental inefficien-
cies, incessant congressional involve-
ment. and bureau jealousies, infight-
ins and lack of cooperation. That the
Navy propelled into world status is a
tribute to the Secretaries and the con-
fidence shown them by their com-
manders in chief. The achievement
also recognizes the contributions of
Congress and a number of naval of- Th1"Wh1tt'hf Squadron. or StIiadronof (tEt'LOlUlO. 1880, co7miris ' cd Oflicc irn, from Ieft)

ficers, and is a credit to American cruiser LISS Chicago. prtntboat LIS5 Yorktown. C114d cruisers LI55 Poston t1Lad LI55 .\tlanta.

marine engineering and industrial de-
elopment. 1,.2 and 3. The first twx'o were built by completed in 1897. had a speed of 17

Cramp Company of Philadelphia, and knots, a higher freeboard and expanded

Battleships and Cruisers Oregon by Union Iron Works of San coal capacity, and main and second-
Form the New Navy's Heart Francisco. They displaced 10.288 tons. an, batteries of four 12-inch rifles and

\\were 348-feet Iong with a 6o-foot beam eight 8-inch and six 4-inch guns.

The quality of air in the ship is and 24-foot mean draft, and used triple
as (Tihe (s the quantity is aIbun- expansion engines of about 10.000 The ,bie and Texas. authorized
dant.I HP for a speed of 16 knots. Indiana in 1886, contained features that "ir-

-Commanding Officer. cruiser USS came in at this cost: plied technolog, had outrun policy."' -

New York, early 1890s But first. Texas had to be designed
Hull/machinery S4,133,393.10 abroad by the recipient of a S 15.000

Midway into the era, battleships (plus armor, premium, cost of trial) prize the Navy offered. B, uilt at the

augmented armored cruisers as the Armor for gun protection 977,134.02 Norfolk Na'vy yard. it was the lastheart of the New Navy and soon be- Armament 966,567.58 U.S. ship of European design. Her

came its centerpiece. The distinctixvelh Equipment 95.691.45

American battleship dates from 1890 Total S6.172.786.15
\when Congress approved "three sea-
going, coast-line battleships. designed The monitor vas the prototype of
to carry the heaviest armor and most the modern battleship as personified
poxverful ordnance...to have the highest in the lndkinas. The hulKl; were toopracticable speed for vessels of their modest for their four 13-inch guns.

class, to cost, exclusive or armament adlwfebadadlmtdca
and of an\ premiums that may be storage made them unsuitable for rough
paid for increased speed, not exceed- Atlantic service. Though the ships \\were
ing four million dollars each."' for home defense. Oregon pro\'ed a

sound ocean traveler by steaming from
The ships \\were Indiana. Massi- \Vashington State around the Cape

chusctts and Oregon, designated BB- of Good Hope arriving in perfect con-
"dition to fight the Spanish at Santiago.

oln w'ho was the most instrumental. Ad- Cuba. EventuallV she reached Ma-
miral ,radle\' A. -iske wrote in !•Q20: No- nila a year after leaving Washington.
bad\v was the father of the new\ navy. The
new navv was thechild Of1d,1 pubic o01n'tlion Lessons learned from the LIndiana
created t1 navv officers.- ` The reader wvili

ll to', add. "and by six secretaries of the class allowed designers to inmprove

Na\' as well." the follow-on ships. The next, Iowa., SI:CNAV \Villiam C. Whn\'iriY. INS5-SO.
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three Charleston cruisers authorized
,were designed without sail, dealing
the Old Navy its coup de grace.

"Netw York was one of the Navy's
steadiest and most seaworthy ships.
Her length-to-beam ratio of 5.1) to I
allowed a gentle roll. and her gunners
consistently s-ored high. Four fan blow-
ers on the berthing deck provided ven-
tilation. Two coil evapxorators provided
distilled and potable water with a daily
10,t00 gallon capacity, and a dense
air ice maker made one ton of ice
daily.

The Service built other warships.
The steel torpedo boat Cushing. at
105 tons and a speed of 22.5. in ISQ0
was the first of 35 purchased for the
New Navv. Destroyers. designed to

ERIrF. •4L replace the smaller torpedo boats and
protect the capital ships. were intro-

- AM~ duced at the turn of the century and
were the first U.S. ships to use tur-
"bine engines. BainbrhJ¢e was the lead

"A q ship. The Na\-v also built or converted
... , Icolliers, tenders and other auxiliaries.

"--. ""but not enough. as the war and the
Great White Fleet cruise would show.

The potential of submarines aroused
- " interest and \Vhitnev adv'ertised a con-

Scenes on boord the cruiscr LISS Atlanta, the first of the ".lClU'" steel shir . ca 188o. test andesitn e adertised a con-test for a design. Builder lohn P. Ilol-

keel was laid in 1889 but it was not bek re 1890. and the 6.000-ton pro- land approached the Navy with his
ready for service until 1895. The Maine tected cruiser Olympia (C-o). destined submersible, but Tracy reallocated the
and Texas displaced more than (,000 for Spanish-American War fame. The submarine appropriation to complete
tons, steamed at 18.5 knots and car-
ried the heaviest American guns, four The Cruiser USS New York
10-inch rifles, yet approved. Its guns
distributed over two decks, Texas was
the first American ship since Monitor
to have turrets. Both ships were origi- --
nally designated second-rate battle-
ships but were reclassified as armoredJ a, ."L
cruisers. Mainc was designed with three - . - '___
masts and sails for endurance but .
thev were discarded while under con-
struction, severinga link to wind-driven
warships. ,

In 1888, in the largest appropria- 7- "- . -- • , :.
tion since the Civil War, Congress 7.7 - -

authorized the first armored cruiser,
New York (C-5), at 8.000 tons the
heaviest warship laid down in America Source: Wood, U.S. Armored Cruisers
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Battleships of the New Navy that wear. The race to create the New
Navy had run its course, goal accom-

-- plished.
"Jn 11907 4, M aBor A

samem"81 Programming, Authorizing8 First-Cl a Z.- inm- - ,-s- -o.,u,-
No _ Nam _ 15 s! in Turt I ,_T_, and Administering the Fleet

- Indiana 351 69 26 580 10268 9607 1555 1895 4.13n 8-8in 4., . 299guns

2 Massaclusetts 351 69 35 580 "" _8-i 10.240 1621 1896 4-13in $-8n 4-. f
3

guns "Our Pinafore No\v,, " "Our Use-
_3 Oregon 351 69 35 Wl 0o288 11037 1679 1896 4-13n 88-1n 4-60 29guns less Naty.... "Costly' Skeleton
4 Iowa 362 72 , tl/I 11346 11933 1709 1897 4.12,1 8-81n 6-4,n 30 guns Navv," "We are utterly helpless."IE 5 Kearsarge 375 7. 49 651 11520 11788 16a2 1900 4-13 i 4-8 n 14,sn 34 gs -Major periodical headlines about
6 Kentucky I7t 72 35 651 11,520 12179 1690 1900 4-13i 48in 14-5in 38guns Chandler and Whitney
7 Ilnoss 375 72 34 656 11552 12757 1745 1901 4-13+i 14-6,n 28guns

8 Alatarna 374 72 34 679 11552 11207 1701 1900 4-13 in 14-6n 2
9 
guns The following vignettes typify the

W. sin 374 72 34 669 11552 12452 1717 101 4-13 14-62 i 28gu Secretaries subsequent to Hunt andr u Maie 394 72 35 772 12500 15603 1800 1902 4-12_n 16.6In 24gu illustrate how the men used their im-L I M,,m, 394 72 40 740 12500 •5845 1815 1903 4-1,2, n 16m6,in 20guns mense responsibility and authority for
12 Ohio 394 72 41 7591 12500 16220 1800 1904 4-121n 16-6.n 24 guns good or otherwise.L 13 Vigimna 441 76 40 772 14948 19,00 1900 1906 4-12,n 8-8,n 12-6n 42 guns

14 Nebraska 41 76 40 772 14.948 19000 1900 1906 4-121 i8-8i 12-6,n 42 guns -William Eaton Chandler
15 Ceo'gia 441 76 40 772 14948 19.000 1900 1906 4-12 in 8-8m 12-6,n 42 guns

16 Newersey 441 76 40 772 14.948 19000 1900 1906 4-12i1 8-8 12i-6 o 42 guns Like each SECNAV of the era.
17 Rholdels•alN 441 76 40 772, 14.948 19,000 1900 1906 4-12in 8-8in 12-6,n 42guns Chandler was fair game and roundly

E Connecticut 456 77 41 840 160 16500 1800 19M 4-12in Hin 12.7,n 50guns criticized and praised. After awarding
191LoIus•ana 4 77 41 840 16000 16 5W 1800 1906 4-12m1 8-8in 12-7oi S0guns the ABCD contracts in 1883. he was
20SoCs 3D9 30 473 6.315 8s507 1780 1895 2-12n 6.6n 22gu, in political and ethical trouble imme-

Texas

Bracket indicates same class of vessel. Total: 20 battleships; 735 officers; 13,947 men; diately and infuriated the other bid-
250,461 tons displacement. Source: Beyer, The American Battleship in Commission. ders by awarding all contracts to Roach.

They accused him of favorable
surface ships. Congress took several the Olympia. But the spending spree "political liaison" with Roach. The press
years before re-funding the subma- ended in 1900, when a flowering peace had a field day and cited the
rine. Holland eventually designed and movement in Europe and America "'contract scandal' as a prime example
built the first Navy submarine, named convinced the administration to stop of corruption in an era noted for
for him, in 1900. It displaced 74 tons momentarily, and no ships were funded political turpitude." 1

4 The alleged
submerged, was 54-feet long, had a
single screw driven on the surface by
a gasoline engine, had used batteries
and an electric motor for submerged
propulsion. The submarine would at-
tack armored ships and smaller ones
would defend harbors. Shortly, the
Navy had seven gasoline-electric sub-
marines basically of the Holland de-
sign, and deficiencies in navigation,
ventilation and speed were being over-
come.

In 1899, as the era wound down,
Congress approved three more battle-
ships - "coastline" vessels of 15,000
tons at an inflated cost of $6.5 million
apiece. A few months later they ap-
proved two more capital ships. The
1900 cruiser program duplicated the
one of the previous year as the Board USS Olympia (C-o). View of the quarterdeck looking fonvard. at Roston Navo Yard. 1800.
of Construction sought to modernize Note 8"/35 gun turret, wooden deck planking and furled awning over centerline.
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ward now, despite the inattention of the material would be tested. Accepted
its leaders to strategic requisites."'O forgings would then be used to make
"But, one considerable issue was de- guns and heavy equipment.
ferred for years: the use of liquid fuel
as a part-time coal substitute. Much of the Navy's business was

controlled by brokers. Whitney re-
-William C. Whitney ported that large, independent, sole-

source purchases were made by the
Whitnev's task was to revitalize bureaus where the law intended that

the Service. Recognizing the Navy had contracts, after competition. should
no unit sponsoring naval requirements be awarded to the lowest bidder. Hie
such as war plans and fleet employ- consolidated purchasing and property
ment. he reorganized the Department accou,,is in the Bureau of Provisions
into three divisions for more bureau and Clothing, made the Paymaster
coordination and closer contact with Generai responsible, and established
the bureau chiefs, and initiated a new the general storekeeper system. The

S • supply and depot policy. In criticiz- ludge Advocate General became im-
ing the ABCL) progress. Whitney helped portant in handling the millions in
force Roach out of business and into outlays to contractors.

Cp,,in Aifrd hu,.r T ,hfha,. I'84. poor health, and the ships had to be
completed in Navy yards. All the ships The 30 ships Whitney added "re-

misconduct tinged his reputation, ultimately performed well. flected the haphazard planning of of-
but he "displayed a courageous dis- ficers who grasped the tactical signifi-
regard for personal consideration where XVhitney proposed, and Congress cance of mobility and firepower. but
the welfare of the service was con- approved in 1885, a significant policy failed to appreciate the strategic ad-
cerned'" and later served in the U.S. which essentially began the U.S. ar- vantage inherent in a unified battle
Senate. mament industry. The policy was a force of sufficient strength and endur-

compromise between outright public ance to destroy an enemy fleet a thou-
His major achievements were cre- or private ownership of industry, then sand miles offshore." said an observer

ating the Naval War College in 1884 being considered, and required the about the Whitney period.'
and technological advancements gen- government to offer firms attractive
erated by the ABCDs. "Apathy had contracts to induce them to manufac- -Benjamin Franklin Tracy
given way to enthusiasm and drift to ture basic forgings for delivery to public
direction. The Navv was moving for- facilities such as Navw yards. w\,here "This country needs a navy that

will exempt it from war but the only
navy that will accomplish this is a
navy that can w~age wvar." Tracy w~rote
in 188".'.The world needs no as-
surance of the peaceful purposes of
the Llnited States, but we shall prob-
ably be in the future more largely a
competitor in the commerce of the

vworld. and it is essential to the dig-
nity of this nation...that its navy should
be adequate...." his President Ben-
jamin Harrison added.2:

In 1889. Tracy ranked America's
fleet 12th in the world. The 42 ships
consisted of three armored cruisers,
eight smaller armored warships and
31 unarmored ships built or being
built. By comparison, world leader
Britain had 307. including 7o armored.

Benjamin Fronklin Tracy. SECNAV. 1884-1803. He proposed a program of battleships,
cruisers and coastal defense vessels
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for a two-ocean fleet, saving. "Naval
wars of the future w~ill be short and
sharp. It is moralk' certain that they

will be fougIht out to the end with the
force available at the beginning."''
lie did not trust Navy \'ards and cut
expendituIres by discoý1ntiulhng repair
work on obsolete vessels. I le promotedk.
positive relations withI1 the steel-
makers and saw Mutual benefit fromn
cooperation. but his impasse W\'itih steel- 5 ,,
miaker Andrew Ca rneoie over thle
Navy's rigorous testing mlethods
slowed armor production and ship
completion. J. . . . .

Proper na\val thinking was shifting
from a defensive to an ottensive role
and Congress begian fa\'oring larger
ships. In1 1802. it funded the two mighti- The armnloretl crui.,cr LISS M.Mine. 0'ith an17 imscl portralt of her co madl Jing offcer.

est warships ever built in AMerica, for in C. P. Njbee, ea. IS.

the first time setting no fuel limit or position to proceed with confidence time in the history of the fleet."" When
ranoc. Thus. Congress tacitly accepted and energy with the rapid and effi- he joined the committee in 188,4 the
the offensive doctrine Commodore cient armament of modern war yes- U.S. fleet ranked 19th. When all the
Stephen Bleeker Luce and Captain sels."' ships authorized during his tenure were
Alfred Tha'er iahan had developed, completed, the Nation ranked 7th.
as embodied in Tracy's policy of stop- -Hilary Abner Herbert
ping tile enemy at sea before lie reaches Few advances occurred in the first
our shores. B\, his congressional experience, half of Herbert's terni as SECNAV:

Herbert was the most professionally "Old problems persisted while new
Some bureau oper:1tions actually qualified Secretary and left a positi\'e ones arose to tax the ingenuity of the

iniproved. \Vhen leaving as Chief of imprint on naval shipbuilding and administrators.":' But. in 18(4, he
Ordnance in the late 1880s. Captain policy through his ability to work with charged the Chief of Construction and
MontgomerySicard was congratulated: both political parties. His committee Repair with responsibility for ship de-
"The Department is at present in a chairmanship came "at a momentous sign. structural strength and stability

- its success or failure. As Tracy's
ships arrived in late 1893. he found

!mow-, Orem. - little planning for service facilities (no
drvdock could accommodate the new

Sbattleships) and immediately asked
Congress for more yards and fueling
stations, particularly on the Pacific
coast.

The Rise in Expenditures
For the New Navy

Fiscal Total federal Naval Percent
year expenditures expenditures of total

1890 $318,040.711 $22.006,206 6.9
1900 520,860,847 55.953.078 10.7
1901 524,616,925 60,506,978 11.5
1905 567,278.914 11,550.308 20.7

Source: Potter. Sea Power: A Naval
ThI "•k '" - (l't/let, and cool !)(SO'r. w of he LI, N. i lie. 7in the u riet'walcr t01edo r oin?. History
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A depression caused Cleveland to Congress, the Secretary and Contractor
cancel battleship construction until Specifications - 1887
1895, when foreign events and the
need to revitalize the economy
prompted resumption. The Navy could As reported in the 1887 SECNAV annual report, in 1886 Congress "put to the
not police its hemisphere areas of con- test" the ability of the Navy and American shipbuilders to construct cruisers
cern, including Cuba, near armed re- "having the highest standards" providing the following:

volt against Spain, and the Far East. "The contracts for the construction of said cruisers shall contain provisions to

the effect that the contractor guaranties [sic] that when completed and tested
Herbert's 1895 construction pro- for speed, under conditions to be prescribed.., the vessel shall exhibit a

gram cost an estimated S12.455 rail- maximum speed of at least nineteen knots ...," further allowed premiums for
lion, or S2,343 million more than ap- increases in speed, but required "for every quarter knot that said vessel fails
propriated. Innovative ordnance of reaching said guaranteed speed there shall be deducted from the contract
specifications placed the secondary price the sum of fifty thousand dollars."
guns on the center line superimposed The report further stated, "American shipbuilders have in these contracts
over the main turrets, and ran electric placed themselves in line with the foremost in the world." Bids opened on 8
power to recast, oval turrets. Maine August 1887 for construction of cruisers authorized in 1885 and 1887 and
and Texas began their shakedown included separate bids depending upon whether hull and machinery would be
cruises, and 0I1'mpia was commis- built to government or bidder's plans and specifications. For example. for
sioned. Three of his battleships. cruiser No. 4, Union Iron Works' bid of $1.428M would use government only.
Kearsarge. Kentuckv and Illinois. \\'ere William Cramp & Sons of Philadelphia bid $1.410M for using the government's,

being built at Newport News Ship- and $1.325 for using his own.

building and Drvdock Company, For machinery, the contractor was required to provide 10 HP for each ton of
scheduled for a 1895 deliverv. By 1897. machinery. "The amount of his compensation being dependent upon the merit
the fleet totaled I 11 serviceable yes- of the plans, the contractor is pecuniarily interested in improving the plans. He
sels of all types. is made a partner with the Government to raise the character of the ship. The

Department therefore opens the door to private enterprise.. .by allowing more
-John Davis Long than one form of bidding.... Permits any ship-builder who thinks they [plans]

can be improved to suggest alternative plans for accomplishing the same

Long was well recei\'ed by the bi- result, becoming himself responsible pecuniarily for their success. The
reaus \'and dellregeted respsbiy toe b system necessarily avoids the ruts common with Government work, for as thercaus and delegae repnibility to

art changes and improves, the Government, by constantly holding out
his naval subordinates, but his policy premiums for improved results, is the first to secure them."
moved away from Tracy and Herbert.

President William McKinley and Long Congress directed President Cleveland to select a cruiser to be built on the

felt the Navy had grown enough since West Coast unless conditions warranted otherwise. He selected Union Iron

1890. Besides, Herbert had assured Works to build one of the ships even though its bid was $18,000 more than

them they wvere ready for any war Cramp's.

wvith Spain, which came in 1898. Source: Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy. 1887

Long created the Naval Board of
1898 to assist him in making military to the manufacturer are used in the ing machine and rapid-firing guns
and technical decisions during the war. making of ... armor of warships. More and torpedoes, will take the place
This board of senior officers w\'as the than a hundred trades assist in the of old meanos of offense and LIe-
forerunner of the permanent General building of a man-of-war."> fenst.c"
Board he established in 1900. with -Admiral Porter. 1888
Admiral George Dewey as president. Compound Engines and
and ultimately the Office of the Chief Nickel Steel: The Ships were easier to build than were
of Naval Operations. The General Shipbuilding Industry naval policy or the characteristics to
Board would meld operational require- Responds go into them. Most naval architects
ments wvith ship design. felt a ship's mission should determine

The days ofold fashioned ships its characteristics, but at the begin-
"There is not an industry in the have passed aiva'y. The pot-metal ning of the battleship era ( 88o) the

land which fails to receive direct or guns of 25 years ago will be melted Navy was not organized to handle it.
indirect profit from the enlargement up 1and a neiv s\,stem of ordnance American steel ship construction wxvs
of the navy." Long said. "Even the will rule the hour. NewL kinds of deterred at first by lack of a capability
cornstalks which the farmer supplies ships, new kinds Of guns, includ- and inexperience in design (blueprints
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smoothbore Parrott or Dahlgrens con- grew from 14 1,000 in 1880 to 226,000
verted to rifles by tubes inserted in in 1900. in no small part due to naval
barrels. The Navy had no funds for construction.
testing the modern ordnance inven-
tions. Tracy demanded armament su- The 1886 naval act required ship-
perior to foreign navies' and pointed builders to use only materials of "do-
to U.S. improvements in breech mecha- mestic manufacture." But Carnegie
nisms, armor-piercing projectiles and and others took years to complete the
larger fixed ammunition. He turned needed manufacturing facilities. The
out 214 guns (compared to 46 in the Harvey steel alloy plate process, in-
two previous eight years), many at vented in 1890, soon replaced com-
the Naval Gun Factory, established pound steel in armor plate manufac-
in 1886 in Washington. The Dupont ture and made it doubly resistant to
and California Powder companies projectiles. In December 1891, the
manufactured improved smokeless Carnegie-Phipps Company success-
powder. fully produced nickel steel, and the

nationalistic Tracy introduced the con-
Whitney propped up U.S. steel con- cept of a balanced battle fleet deter-

cerns by combining steel orders for rent, nickel steel armor, and "a full
Iohn Davis Long. SECNAV, 18Q7-1902. multiple ships and made the com- appreciation of professionalism. -2

mon health of the Navy and the steel
for early ships were bought from Brit- industry an issue, thus assuring the "The inexperience of the Depart-
ain, and armor, shafting and heavy Navy of both steel supply and politi- ment in its first attempt at the cre-
gun mounts were imported). Tech- cal ally. In 1886, he advertised for ation of modern vessels of war,"
nology constrained design, and to in- bids among domestic steelmakers for Whitney said, "had been such as to
crease a quality such as guns, armor the Navy's needs, allowing the sup- excite the greatest concern and dis-
or speed another had to be traded off. plier 30 months to deliver. Employ- appointment. "' He also preferred
Speed became paramount by 1900. ment in the iron and steel industries private to public yards because they

paid better and were com-
Beginning in 1885, Con- petitive, and felt his biggest

gress annually authorized contribution was in develop-
funds for ship construction, ing facilities for the modern
and the shore establishment Navy as a completely domes-
grew to meet the fleet's needs. tic product.
Before 1900, U.S. designers
limited themselves to state- The government con-
of-the-art technology and pro- structed more drydocks, rais-
duced obsolete ships. "To have ing the total of 11 in 1897,
done otherwise, they would only three for battleships, to
have had to revive the Old 21 built or under construc-
Navy p- actice of wait and see tion in 1903, eight for battle-
or foretell the future.'27, Ship- ships. By then, the New York
building contracts were among naval shipyard could build
the choicest the government battleships and Marc Island.
awarded, and charges of cor- Calif., and Portsmouth, N.H.,
ruption were hurled about. were ready. By 1900, all ord-
West Coast yards built ships nance could be made in
headed for western home America. Development of ar-
ports. mor, fire control, torpedoes,

projectiles and advances in
In 1885, few U.S. warships electrical engineering meant

had compound engines and newer and larger ships with
fewer had steel rifled guns. improved communications.
Before Chicago was launched
that year, naval armament was Congress in 1900 directed
antiquated muzzle loader uss Indiana (B13-I) fonvard port side 8"735 gun turret, late 1890s. SECNAV"to procure by con-
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tract armor of the best quality for any "the intellectual voice of the 'New War with Spain in the spring of
and all vessels above referred to ...at a Navy,''' 32 but both Mahan and Tracy 1898 over Cuba was imminent. To
price which in his judgment is rea- may have jumped aboard a band- prepare, Congress authorized Long to
sonable and equitable...,"`0 and for- wagon that had been rolling for 10 purchase or charter from domestic lines
bade beginning battleship design work years. II merchantmen between 4-15,000
until hull armor could be obtained at tons, borrowv revenue cutters, and com-
$300 a ton or less. If he could not, Others also were effective in pro- mandeer numerous tenders and yachts,
Congress gave him funds to build the moting the Navy's modernization. Por- 128 vessels in all, for $18 million. He
Navy's own armor factory. Construc- ter was a beacon. Senator Eugene also acquired auxiliaries and gunboats,
tion and Repair disallowed detailed Hale (R-Maine) was the Senate's in- torpedo boats and monitors for coastal
design work until bids could be ad- fluential naval expansionist, and defense.
vertised, which meant work was sus- Herbert's Republican House counter-
pended until the Navy could coerce part was Charles Boutelle (Maine). The Maine, anchored in Havana
terms on the steelmakers, but did not Luce used the Naval War College plat- harbor, blew up on 15 February 1898,
have full ship design responsibility form for reform. Lieutenant William with 266 losses of life.34 Most Ameri-
until 1894. Work went slowly on the
first ships of a class, and two or more
generations were designed before the
first provided adequate operational
feedback. By 1905, the Navy was build-
ing all-big-gun battleships with oil-
fired turbine engines, rendering the
coal-burning reciprocating engines of
the 1880-90s obsolete. A program for
another newer Navy was about to
begin.

Mahan and the Influence of
Sea Power

Unless the countr, - and Con-
gress - are prepared for practi-
cally unlimited expenditure, big-
ger ships mean fewer ships. i

-Captain Mahan, ca. 1900
The first battleship of the New Navy, USS Indiana (BB-13). (Photo courtesy' Naval Historical

Mahan's naval philosophy and Foundation)
book, The Influence of Sea Power upon
Histor,, 1670-1783, published in 1890, S. Sims and Fiske championed im- cans immediately blamed the Span-
helped revolutionize the Navy and provements in naval gunnery and ord- ish and demanded retaliation, even
national strategic thought. A member nance. And, there was Theodore though investigators found no evidence
of the Naval War College faculty, and Roosevelt, McKinley's Assistant Sec- of their involvement. But the country
later its president, he strongly influ- retary until the war. Ironically, his went to war anyway.
enced naval policies and programs book on the naval War of 1812 influ-
and is given much of the credit for the enced Mahan, whose subsequent work The naval campaign goal was to
Navy's rebirth and the Nation's ex- influenced Roosevelt. defeat the Spanish squadron in the
pansionist tendencies. Philippines and control the Atlantic.

At Manila Bay on 1 May, the cruiser
Mahan believed navies had an enor- The Maine and the "Splendid squadron of Commodore George

mous affect on the destiny of nations Little War" Dewey, on board Olympia, quickly
in quests for power and prosperity crushed the Spanish at barely any
and stressed that wealth was gained The U.S. naval forces participat- cost, and Dewey became an instant
by sea commerce, must be maintained ing at Manila Bay were born of hero. The victory was remote from
through the free flow of materials to the New Navy, and well they the primary war zone, the Caribbean,
its ports, and that adversaries must demonstrated their birthright."" but it generated great public confi-
be denied the same. Mahan became -Secretary Long, 1903 dence in the Navy. At Santiago. Cuba,
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the force of Commnodore \Vinfiekl Scott
Schley, onl thle flagship cruiser b~rook-

h'.bockaded the Spanish into fight-MWE 111R M=
in.with sniilar results. The New Navy, TIiE BA MIESIW MAjNE BLO~V

tested Under fire, had arrived. UP IN H.AV.ANA A B
The two naval v'ictories w\ere tlhe Lyin at Anchor Under the Guns of Moro Castle

mostcomlet thecoutryhas l~\'lithe Splendid Ship Sent to Prolect Americans
before or since. The enem\v's poor Is Torn to Pieces by a Terrific Exploion
read,-iness and fight inv LlualitV was Two MHM.flE U. AWU OOEv UO ATINSG

Matched byV thle inaccurate shootiniz woyed by the Awful

of Amierican OUns, when only three H~mn Force.

percent of shells hit their tzargets. flow- ------V ~- - -

ever. the ships proved comipetent. lIn lCI~-

100 days of wvar, the LI.S. Navy rose
to sixth in the world. "Oespite its short- A"WW

corning, Amnerican naval operations4
V'indicated Miahan's theories as ap-
pliedl to Tracy's policy revolution01 Of ~~dptio .~iin wI.an.rHo ti iil~l ~L~\a
li t l w a r. " r v i v u t~ s p e ~ d Lix i I er . w h liic h i p r e sa g ed h eWa( Hh - II F C I ii \ ' . ( 0 7 N 

1h . U 0i7 0t i 1  i )

litl ~ar"primiaril\' fromn discrimiinatory prac- departure on 10 Decemiber tt-)0-,

The Cruise of the Great tices Over the flowv of imminirants. In exclaimied to Secretary Victor II
White Fleet response. President Theodore Metcalf: DPid v'oU ev'er see such a

Roosevelt ordered several mneas;ures fleet? Isn't it inatnificent? OuLghtn't
First aund (oremnost an exer-cise of including" deploymenC~t of the entire we all feel proud?" -Soon thleshp
a naval ivar plan, it evolved into battleship fleet to thle Pacific. Aside steamled out Of thle Roads for a sto-
a tool of domecstic public rein- fromn its; historic nature. the crulise wast, nied. I 4-month around-the-world trip
hailIs: it IVould populeirize the but anl interlude11 inl thle Far Fast fromi known as, thle cruise Of thle Great \Vhite
1701T. ~'America's traditional Eastern focus. Fleet.*

-About the cruise
As thle entire U.S. fleet of t o battle- Thle public scrutinlized the Navy'

Py early 1907, relations between ships assemibled at IHamipton Roads. dUrino miost of the trip, directingp of-
Amierica and lapan wvere at a crisis. Vra., for Roosevelt's rev'iew prior to tenl acrimioniou's attention to nav'al

organization and ship dlesign adivo-
catedI by reforme7rs. but the cruise never
really tested deficiencies. In fact. *'thle
cruise tended to miask the navy's die-
fc~ts and thus. at least Superficially'.
to dimlinish the strength of the reforml

-ýA_ argumrent."> Proceeding via South
A\merica. San Francisco. Hawvaii. New
Zealand and Australia to Japan. and
returning through1 thle SueCz Canlal andJ
the Medfiterranean, thle fleet arrived
back at Hamnpton Roads on 22 Feb-
ruarv NOL0). Thle dla' dawned under
ov'ercast skies and squallIS, as Roosevelt
headed a throng of tenls of thousands
of \vell-wisllers, reviewed the entou-
rac~e. and visitedi each flagship to mleet
With the crews.

*Ill thc P1caicclitic modeki kf tile dav. tl
110111Ce o i..ti'1C M017110 A ~ hii i V t , Ph itip pint'S. I AIaY 18508. Vci vY on f~aiqh ip L IS. 0lviii pim NIVX' VdICd Shill huills wile IC.1nd 01l
It'(ih/J.W the U. Sý. A:ýthiI civ Sqiu Iri1 in 017N 1itaitth S110iM0 nis lel. i tertIOC h17t 1117171ittl I iordý it, ý1 wet ii rs a ovc tilhe ma in dcck bIi if, clr
Olvn lpizlý asCo[7man1der. '"You lilt?? f~ire when YOU Utir readm'Y. (rde' i h'npas
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work from their Navy firmly on the road toward more
bows, and fresh new rational, efficient, and professional de-
coats of more war- velopment,"4 as the seeds of the World
like "battleship grey." War were being sown. Now, after 28
"These measures," years and victorious at war, the United
an observer wrote, States for certain had its New Navy.
"which permanently
altered the appear- Bibliography
ance of the fleet, sym-
bolized not just the Alden, John D., The American Steel
end of the cruise and Navy (Annapolis: Naval Institute
the Great White Press, 1972).
Fleet, but also the Annual Report of the Secretary of the
end of an era in Navy, 1887 (Washington:
American naval de- Government Printing Office, 1887).
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world events. In- 1900)
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gered by European Army and Navy Register, 1906).•- •'-'- 'industrialization, the Cooling, Benjamin Franklin, Benjamin
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(SS-I), the first U.S. submarine. 1906 appearance of Franklin Tracy: Fatherof the Modem

the British super Fighting Navy (Archon Books,
After the arrival ceremony was over, battleship HMS Dreadnought and the 1973).

a few of the oldest units entered re- collapse of the Second Hague Con- Cruiser Olympia Association, Inc.,
serve status. The rest went to ship- ference in 1907. However, the Great Pamphlet on USS Olympia Museum
yards for installation of new lattice White Fleet tested America's new sea (Philadelphia, undated).
masts and removal of layers of white legs and "the combined effect of cruise Freidel, Frank, The Splendid Little War
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Herbert: A Southerner Returns to
the Union (Philadelphia: The
American Philosophical Society,
1976).

Herrick, Walter R., Jr., The American
Naval Revolution (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press,
1966).

Hirsch, Mark D., William C. Whitney:
Modem Warwick (New York: Dodd,
Mead & Co., 1948).

Hooper, Edwin Bickford, United States
Naval Power in a Changing World

In drydock at Mare Island, California, are cruiser USS Marblehead (C-I I) and torpedo boats (New York: Praeger, 1988).
USS Davis (TB-12) and USS Fox (TB-13), ca. 1900. Humble, Richard, Battleships and
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Battlecruisers (Secaucus, NI: 1886-1923: Predreadnought Design 16. Ibid, 33.
Chartwell Books, 1983). and Construction (Annapolis: Naval 17. Ibid, 36-37.

Hunt. Thomas, The Life of William H. Institute Press, 1980). 18. Ibid, 36.
Hunt (Brattleboro, VT: E. L. Hildreth Van Auken, Wilbur R., Notes on a 19. Tracy quoted in Potter, 160.
& Co., 1922). Half Century of United States Naval 20. Herrick, 142.

Long, lohn D., The New American Navy Ordnance, 1880-1930(Washington: 21. Tracy quoted in Potter, 56.
1 (New York: The Outlook Co., 1939). 22. Quoted in Van Auken, 7.
1903). Werstein, Irving, 1898: The Spanish- 23. Hammett, 115.

Love, Robert W., Ir., History of the American War (New York: Cooper 24. Herrick, 160.
U.S. Navy I (Harrisburg, PA: Square Publishers, 1966). 25. Long, 56.
Stackpole Books, 1992). 26. Porter quoted in Musicant, 12.

Lyon, David, The Ship: Steam, Steel Endnotes 27. Musicant, 214.
and Torpedoes: The Warship in the 28. O'Toole, x.
19th Century (London: Her 1. Porter quoted in Herrick, 25. 29. Whitney quoted in Hirsch, 297.
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1980). 2. Bennett, 254. 30. Long, 51.

Musicant, Ivan, U.S. Armored Cruisers: 3. Herrick, 23. 31. Mahan quoted in Herrick, 431.
A Design and Operational History 4. Ibid, 24. 32. O'Toole, 92.
(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 5. Arthur quoted in Long, 15. 33. Long, 167.
1985). 6. Hooper, 85-86. 34.On Memorial Day 1915, the

O'Toole, G. I. A., The Spanish War: 7. Long, 31. mainmast of the Maine was dedicated
An American Epic - 1898 (New York: 8. Friedman, 20. as a memorial at Arlington National
W. W. Norton & Co., 1984). 9. Herbert quoted in Hammett, 109. Cemetery where the remains of most

Potter, E. B., ed., Sea Power: A Naval 10. Fiske quoted in Hunt, 219-20. of her men are buried. Her foremast
History (Annapolis: Naval Institute 11. Quoted in Musicant, 26. is at the U.S. Naval Academy.
Press, 1981). 12. Bennett, 258-59. 35. Herrick, 247.

Reckner, James R., Teddy Roosevelt's 13. Chicago Tribune, New York World 36. Reckner, 13.
Great White Fleet (Annapolis: Naval and Leslie's Weekly, quoted in Hirsch, 37. Ibid, 23.
Institute Press, 1988). 258, 262-63. 38. Ibid, xi.

Reilly, lohn C., Ir., and Robert L. 14. Herrick, 30. 39. lbid, 156.
Scheina, American Battleships, 15. Ibid, 30. 40. Ibid, 164.

USS Olympia (C-6)

Olympia's story is the story of America's military and political maturity. Built
under a program to modernize the Navy, the cruiser was one of the first U. S.
steel ships. From her launching on 5 November 1892, until her retirement on
1 September 1922, no vessel served the Nation with more honor and
distinction. Few participated in as many world events. As Commodore George
Dewey's flagship at the Battle of Manila Bay, it is famous for one of the most
memorable quotes in U. S. combat history, from Dewey to the ship's com-
manding officer, "You may fire when you are ready, Gridley." As the sole
survivor of the Spanish-American War fleets and of the New Navy of the 1880s-
90s, she is a proud symbol of a time when America grew up.

Named for capital of State of Washington. Protected cruiser. Built by Union
Iron Works, San Francisco, Calif.

Displacement - 5,870 tons
Length - 344 feet
Beam - 53 feet Mean draft - 21.5 feet
Maximum speed - 23 knots
Twin screws - 3 cylinder triple expansion engines, 18,000 HP 6 scotch

(firetube) boilers
Complement - 34 officers and 440 men, including Marine guard
Armament - Guns: four 8-inch, ten 5-inch, fourteen 6-pounders, six 1-

pounders, and six 18-inch torpedo tubes Stern view of USS Olympia as she is today.
moored at Penns Landing. Philadelphia.

Source: Pamphlet, Cruiser Olympia Association, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. (Photo by author)
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THE U.S. ARMY IN TRANSITION I DSMC Press Technical
Report, TR 1-93

Landpower in the Information Age ACQUIRING
by Lt.Gen. Frederic !. Brown, USA (Ret.) Brassey's (US), DEFENS

McLean, Va., 1993, pp 205, ISBN 0-02-881034-1 DEFENSE
SYSTEMS:

This book attempts to "probe the tellectually provocative and reflective A Quest for the Best
design of a new army from the foun- of his years at the senior command David D Acker
dation up..." necessitated by the melt- levels.
down of the current defense struc- The late David
ture and the incorporation of The general is unconvincing, D. Acker, DSMC •:high-technology systems and commu- though, when he resorts to yuppie- Professor, comn- ,onications on the battlefield. General like managerial babble about: (1) "gold pleted this work \ , ', , /Brown develops his admittedly "cloudy collar" skills for senior commanders shortly beforevision" of the new Army by analyzing -- the ability to accomplish innova- his death inthe potential effects of technology on tive tasks, exploit existing capabili- 1 a n u a r ythe conduct of training, utilization and ties in new ways, etc. (Isn't thatw~hat 1 992 .It • •,organization of the Army Reserve and they've always done, or supposed to serves as d* .National Guard, reconstitution, leader have done?); "hypercommunications" a n e x -development, and force deployment. -- global communications technol- ceenogy (Remember "instant communica- detailed ref-He is most effective in areas in tions?); and (3) Third Wave War-- a erence and study•-.,which he obviously has had firsthand yuppyism borrowed from the Tofflers piece on how defense ac-experience, such as training. His con- describing a postindustrial wvar model quisition has been conductedcept for harnessing the emerging power supposedly demonstrated by Opera- since World War II. Research-of the computer to provide distrib- tion Desert Storm. The discussion of ers wvill find it of value in track-uted, visual simulation ("virtual real- shaping units by race or ethnicity for ing much of the organization,ity") over a telecommunications net, a particular operation borders on the policies, structure, top manage-especially for the reserves, has the fantastic. (Think of a specially consti- ment personnel and hot topicsgritty feel of someone who has spent tuted brigade-size force of African- of defense acquisition into 1989.many weekend hours and endured Americans being sent to Somalia.the frustrations of accomplishing re- Would the congressional Black Cau- This work, published in Sep-serve forces training. He correctly cus have fun with that one or what?) tember. is the first of a new se-emphasizes that high-quality person- Other minor irritants are several ref- ries of DSMC Technical Reports.nel at all levels (noncommissioned erences to the United States as an Copies are contained in theofficer through senior commander) is island continent (Australia?) and an DSMC library and selected prin-a necessary condition to exploit the example of an information age comn- cipal DOD and regional univer-capabilities of high technology, "in- munications system as the Multiple sity libraries. Limited copies areformation age" equipment on the Subscriber Equipment (Mobile Sub- available (one per customer) bybattlefield where each leadership level scriber Equipment). written request to: DEFENSEwill increasingly require management 

SYST MGMT COLG, NFFN: OS-and computer skills that blur the tra- General Brown's avowed purpose PR, 9820 BELVOIR RD, SUITEditional doer (NCO - blue collar) and in writing this book was to put the G38, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-manager (officer - wvhite collar) divi- issues of the information age affect- 5565. It is available tosions of responsibility. His descrip- ing the U.S. Army "on the table" and nongovernment personnel fromtion of reconstitution, and the trade- provide a framework for debate. In Superintendent of Documents,offs which will eventually be faced in this he has succeeded; the debate is U.S. Government Printing Of-terms of cohesion (based on units joined. fice, Washington. DC 20402,deploying) vs. capability (specific 
Stock #008-020-01315-3, forbattlefield operating systems, such as Gary J. Hagan, Acquisition Policy $28.00.air defense or military intelligence sys- Department, Defense Systemstemns deploying) is nuanced and in- Management College.______________
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COST-PLUS-PERCENTAGE-
OF-COST CONTRACTS:

Are We Still Writing Them?
Paul Stein

Dr. Eileen Donnelly
- ou know about the prohibi- prohibited by 10 USC @ 230o (a). which is the seminal case in the area,

tion against Cost-Plus-Percent- This is a form of contracting which the U.S. Supreme Court defined a
age-of-Cost Contracts, don't you? But, reimburses the contractor for costs cost-plus-percentage-of-cost system of
do you know that stated percentages incurred, plusa percentage ofthecost contracting as one in which "the
are not required? incurred for profit. What is not widely Government contracts and is bound

known is that CPPC contracting is to pay costs undetermined at the time
The National Defense Act of luly only one type of a prohibited form of the contract is made and to be in-

2, 1940, in discussing appropriate contracting. It is actually the cost- curred in the future. plus a commis-
methods of government contracting plus-percentage-of-cost system of con- sion based on a percentage of these
states in part "...provided further that tracting that is prohibited by law. The future costs.": It is "a system of con-
the cost-plus-percentage-of-cost sys- prohibition of cost-plus-percentage- tracting which Congress forbade, a
tem of contracting shall not be used.... of-cost contracts has been widely cited system which from its very nature keeps
This language has been incorporated over the years. However, the word constantly dangling before the eyes
into 41 USC (a 254 (b). "system" has been omitted in many of the government's contractual agent

references. The result is that many hope of a progressingly (sic) increas-
The key word. "system." has gen- are not aware that the prohibition is ing reward for himself for every added

erally been omitted from citations, against a system ofcontracting.a broad dollar of costs he can get the govern-
thereby providing many contracting ___
officers with an incomplete view of
the prohibition.

It is well known that cost-plus-per-
centage-of-cost (CPPC) contracts are

Mr. Stein, CPA, developed and is term. rather than against one type of ment to pay. This system of contract-
Director of the DOD Overhead Course contract. Unfortunately, the narrow ing was not deemed vicious for lack
at the Air Force Institute of Technology construction is the more familiar in- of certainty as to costs, but because
(AFIT), Wright-PattersonAir Force Base. terpretation. of the certainty of its inexorable ten-
Ohio. He is an expert in overhead and dency to elevate those costs to heights
cost accounting standards. He identi- This article is written to alert con- which would impose unfair burdens
fied and successfullychallengeddanum- tracting personnel to this commonly on the public treasury."'
ber of Air Force contracts for being in misunderstood and prohibited system
violation of the prohibition against CPPC of contracting. The definition of a CPPC system
contracts. of contracting has been widely and

Dr. Donnellv. I.D.. is a Professor of Muschany Decision incorrectly interpreted by legal
Government Contract Law at AFIT, and commentators to require the presence
Course Director of the newlyv devel- The criteria for this form of con- of four essential elements before the
oped curriculum on Alternate Dispute tracting was provided by the U.S. Su- CPPC contract can be found. Although.
Resolutions. preme Court. In Muschanv v. U.S.. this definition contains the correct
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FIGURE 1. CPPC increase. Contracting personnel gen-

PROFIT erally believe using fixed profit dol-
P TS 1lars, rather than a fixed profit per-

$500 S r Ie centage, and increasing profit in a
stepwise, rather than linear relation-

400 -ship, avoids the illegal system of con-
tracting.

300----------------- Figure 1 illustrates the more com-
monly known CPPC contract. As the
figure shows, for every increased dol-

200- -lar of cost, profit increases by a fixed
percentage. For example, at $1,000

100 of cost, profit is $100, or 10 percent of
cost; at $3,000 of cost, profit is $300.
or 10 percent. For each additional

01 $dollar of cost, profit increases by 10$1000 2000 3000 4000 percent.

COST
Figure 2 illustrates the less com-

monly known form of the prohibited
criteria for identifying a CPPC is applied to actual performance CPPC system of contracting. In Fig-
contract, it is an incomplete defini- costs ure 2, at the cost points $0-50, the fee
tion as it fails to include additional -Contractor entitlement is uncertain is $3. If the cost point exceeds $50,
criteria for identifying contracts in vio- at the time of contracting the fee increases to $4. Therefore, con-
lation of the CPPC system of con- -Contractor entitlement increases tractors are incentivized (rewarded
tracting. commensurately with increased through increased profit) to exceed

performance costs.- $50 of cost. Contracts are commonly
The widely known, four-point test constructed using fee-to-cost relation-

is based on a commonly cited GAO As stated, contracts meeting all four ships identical, or similar, to Figure 2.
decision involving Marketing Consult- criteria violate the prohibition against This form of construction violates the
ants International Limited.4 In this CPPC contracts. However, other con- prohibition against the CPPC system
case, GAO ruled that a contract con- tract forms not meeting the four-point of contracting.
taining the four points was a CPPC test also may violate the CPPC sys-
contract. Unfortunately. there is wide- tem of contracting. Prior Decisions
spread belief that only contracts con-
taining those four points could be in A contract provision need not state A review of decisions following the
violation of the CPPC system of con- a profit percentage for the contract to Muschany case disclosed that GAO
tracting. This is incorrect, be classified as CPPC, nor is it neces- and court decisions have been con-

sary for profit to increase uniformly sistent in interpreting that it is the
Four-Point Test throughout contract performance. CPPC system of contracting which is

prohibited. Selected cases and key
The four-point test cited by GAO The most common misconception wording from the decisions are pre-

can identify a single type of the pro- is that the prohibited form of con- sented below.
hibited form of contracting-the CPPC tracting can exist only when a fixed
contract. It does not identify other profit percentage is stated in the con- 1. In Marketing Consultants Inter-
forms of contract types that fall within tract, and this percentage is to be national Limited, the GAO decision
the CPPC system of contracting. applied to each increasing dollar of made it clear that a contract may be

contract costs. Given this erroneous classified as CPPC, when increases
The four-point test cited by GAO belief, contracting personnel often in contract costs will eventually gen-

to determine CPPC contracts is as structure contracts that provide profit erate increases in contractor profit.
follows: ranges, which increase in a stepwise Profit may increase at different rates

relationship to increased costs. There- than costs increase, and may even
-Payment for profit is based on a fore, profit dollars are fixed to a maxi- show intermittent decreases as costs

predetermined percentage rate mum cost point, and increase by ad- increase. The GAO stated, "use of
-The predetermined percentage rate ditional fixed amounts as cost points sliding matrix for percentage fee de-
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FIGURE 2. CPPC System of Contracting overhead incurred by the contractor.
The use of fixed percentages for pro-

PROFIT visional rates only, was determined
$ to be acceptable. "ý

4. In an Air Force contract with
Curtis-Wright Europa, N.V., the deci-

Fe dll sion stated, "A contract ceiling does
4 _______ not prevent a contract from being in

violation of the prohibition against
the CPPC system of contracting."" Early

3 ' O4.Ca decisions in this area stated that the
use of a ceiling prevented a contract
from being categorized as a CPPC
system of contracting. However, after
the Muschanv decision, the Comp-
troller General issued guidance that a

50 70 ceiling is not sufficient to prevent CPPC

COST contracting. In a letter to the Secre-
tary of the Air Force, the Comptroller

termination that has some points at prohibition against CPPC contracting General stated, "11 is true that in a
which fee falls as costs increase does based on the cost/fee arrangement (see number of our earlier decisions we
not avoid cost plus a percentage of Figure 4). took the view that absolute cost
cost prohibition since overall effect of limitations.. .would sufficiently protect
payment procedure is that fee increases The Comptroller General stated, "we the U.S. against the evils at which the
and incentive is to raise costs suffi- do not believe that characterizing these cost plus percentage prohibition was
ciently to avoid profit depression." In as fixed fee contracts...or characteriz- directed...since B-46232, of March 28,
the Marketing Consultants case, the ing the management fee as a fixed fee 1945, we have adhered to the rule
contract fee provision (see Figure 3) which varies with level of effort, pre- that such controls or dubious cost
was determined to be CPPC.6  vents these contracts as a whole from limitations are not sufficient to save

being contrary to statute. As we have such contracts from violating the pro-
Note that in the "Marketing Inter- pointed out, what Congress provided hibition."

national" case, a "stated, though vary- against was not a cost-plus-percent-
ing, percentage" was applied to in- age-of-cost contract, but such a sys- The Path to CPPC
curred costs. tem of contracting.", Contracting Is Paved with

Good Intentions
2. In a State Department case, the 3. A Comptroller General decision

Comptroller General decision stated, sent to the Secretary of Defense stated The GAO and court definitions as-
"Characterizing management "ees as that developing overhead rates as a sume the contractor's ability to con-
'fixed fees based on different levels of fixed percentage of costs also creates trol and manipulate the incurrence of
effort' does not prevent (the) contract a CPPC system of contracting. Some performance costs in order to increase
from being contrary to statute when contractors apply standard overhead the element of payment based on a
all elements of cost-plus- percentage- and general and administrative rates predetermined percentage rate. The
of-cost system of contracting are to actual contract costs. For example, element of payment based on a per-
present....In cost-plus-percentage-of- a contractor may always apply a 15 centage rate may be commission, fee,
cost contracting, the fact that pay- percent G&A rate to contract costs. profit and (in some cases) overhead.
ment in addition to actual costs is at The rate is not based on traditional Contracting officers who create CPPC
a predetermined dollar amount, rather computational techniques, and actual contract types are attempting to de-
than at predetermined percentage rate, rates are not determined subsequent vise workable solutions to difficult
is immaterial when contractor fees to contract performance. The GAO contracting situations. In all cases,
increase in direct proportion to costs determined this method also creates the contracting officer's primary con-
of performance." In this State Depart- a CPPC system of contracting, since cern is to create a pricing structure
ment decision, a contract with the ýnasmuch as the amount paid as re- that will protect the government.
following terms and initially labeled a imbursement for overhead will dimin-
"fixed price technical services con- ish or increase in proportion to the Contracting personnel have devised
tract," was determined to violate the direct costs incurred rather than the many creative clauses. Unfortunately,
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FIGURE 3. Contract Fee Provision result is not affected because the clause
was originally inserted into the con-

Dollar Value - $ 0 to $25,000.00 to $50,000.00 to $75,000.00 tract at the Government's insistence."
($24,999.99 of invoice) $49,999.99 $74,999.99 and up

As the court observed in "Urban

(Percentage Fee - 13.5% 11% 8.5% 6% Data Systems," "one who purports to
Reimbursed) contract with the United States as-

sumes the risk that the individual with
whom he deals is clothed with actual

some result in creating this prohib- tractor may complete the contract for authority to enter the contract alleged."
ited form of contracting. In Urban one-third of the estimated cost. The Id., 699 F.2d 11563-4, quoting from,
Data Systems, the Board wrote, "The fee will be excessive.) Haight v. United States, 209 Ct. Cl.
appellant may have been led down a 698, 538 F.2d 346 (197o).1 2

primrose path, paved with good in- Frequently, the solution is to add a
tentions, to the unhappy end of void clause that links profit to incurred We now know it is the cost-plus-
ab initio contracts ....However we must cost. This is done most often by creat- percentage-of-cost system of contract-
be mindful of the fact that hard cases ing clauses which reduce a fixed fee ing that is prohibited. As described
make bad law....The fact that agents by a percentage of the unexpended above, the system can be violated
of the Government may have unknow- cost (as in the Air Force situation cited through the use of types of contract
ingly misled the appellant into a mis- supra). This quick fix creates a form construction that reward contractors
taken belief that such agents had the of the undesirable CPPC contract. To by linking increased profit dollars to
authority to award the appellant con- become vulnerable to a challenge of increased contract costs.
tracts to be priced on a cost-plus- a CPPC contract, there must be a
percentage-of-cost basis cannot pro- clause that creates a "negative incen- Endnotes
vide relief to the appellants.""' tive provision" (defined as a provi-

sion that encourages contractor cost 1. Muschany v. U.S., 324 U.S. 49,
A variation of the CPPC contract expenditures) by paying increased 1945, note 51.

was commonly used in some Air Force contractor profits for increased con- 2. Supra at Endnote 1, note 61.
buying commands. At these corn- tractor costs. 3. Supra at Endnote 1, note 73.
mands, contracting officers tried to 4. Marketing Consultants Interna-
circumvent the CPPC challenge by The Cure tional limited, B-183705, 75-2, CPD
identifying contract types as being firm- 384.
fixed-priced, pricing these contracts Contracts determined to be CPPC 5. Supra at Endnote 4. p. 11.
at a ceiling, and then (through a con- contracts violate the statutory prohi- 6. Supra at Endnote 1. pp. 12, 13.
tract clause) reducing contractor profit bition and are void ab initio. The re- 7. Comptroller General Decision B-
when incurred costs were lower than lief available to the contractor is quan- 196556, 5 August 1980.
originally estimated. Unlike incentive- turn meruit/quantum valebant recovery. 8. Comptroller General Decision B-
type contracts, which rewardcontrac- In these cases, contracting officers have 126794, 27 January 1956, Vol. 35, p.
tors with increased profits as costs been instructed to determine the fair 434.
are reduced, these clauses result in value of goods and services received 9. Comptroller General Decision B-
reduced profits for reduced cost. These and provide payment on that basis, 120546, 21 July 1958, Vol. 38, p. 38.
clauses, in effect, penalize the con- rather than on the basis of incurred 10. Urban Data Systems, GSBCA No.
tractor by reducing contract costs. The cost. This recovery "is not based on 5545, 31 July 1981.
Air Force General Counsel found these costs nor a reasonable return on in- 11. Office of the General Counsel, 23
contracts to be in violation of the pro- vestment of the seller, but on reason- March 1984. Reported by Air Force
hibition against CPPC contracting." able value in the marketplace of the Audit Agency in Audit Report No.

property sold. Reasonable value can 3066416, 18 March 1985.
Still Writing include profit in whole or in part. This 12. Supra at Endnote 11.

We in government are still writing Figure 4. Cost/Fee Arrangement
creative clauses that generate the pro- Monthly Total Management Fee
hibited form of contracting. These $ 0- 5,000 $ 250
clauses are a good-faith attempt to 5,001 -10,000 750
deal with a difficult question in con- 10,001 - 15,000 1,250
tracting. (Why let a contractor keep a 15,001 - 20,000 750 plus $500 for
$100,000 fixed fee when that con- each additional $5,000 of invoiced costs
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A GENERIC
RATIONALE

FOR LONG-TERM
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS

For Managers/Executives in the
Federal Government

Dr. Ronald I. Stupak

T he foundation for all long-term partments, agencies and organizations. gineer, physicist, etc.) has had in a
i public sector manager/execu- Research shows "climate-setting" is respective organizational life.

tive development programs is to take an essential segment in effective adult
the participants away from familiar learning programs. Having "time to practice" in a "labo-
work surroundings so they can be ratory environment" some of the new
free from urgent and immediate pres- Participants need to undertake an skills and competencies learned at
sures and think about the important intensive competencies assessment the executive development center be-
and longer-range concerns of manag- under the direction and guidance of comes necessary so a comfort index
ing complex systems. Individuals professional faculty, trainers and con- and action level is tested before tak-
should disconnect psychologically from sultants. In effect, taking numerous ing it back to the "real world" of the
the anchors of a job in order to be assessment inventories needs to be organizational crucible.
open to new. novel and challenging analyzed, processed and assimilated
intellectual experiences, carefully and integratively so as not Training into Action

to cause "learning to become a dan-
Cultivate gerous thing" in the hands of ama- With time available, individuals can

teurs and/or managers too busy to update individual career life design/
Reading certain essays, articles, understand the possibilities of the re- plans under the guidance of profes-

reports and/or books is essential to spective inventories as well as their sional developers and career-planning
understanding the concepts, ideas, limitations, counselors, and develop an opera-
techniques and management style of tional "action plan" to guarantee that
the current presidential administra- "Second Profession" training is directly interjected into a
tion. It is important to cultivate the Credibility workable cost-effective improvement
time, space and trust needed to inter- in the organization.
act with "strangers" from other de- Removed from a routine work sched-

ule, a person can be confronted with Finally, during this time, participants
the essential requirements, expecta- should symbolically equate their de-

Dr. Stupak is Professor of Public tions and competencies that demar- velopmental experiences at prestigious
Administration and Organizational cate the manager/leadership roles. To development centers with those of the
Consultant with the School of Public understand the obligations of the "sec- private sector parallel counterparts who
Administration, Washington Public ond profession" requires an intensive attend long-term management pro-
Affairs Center, University of Southern segment of time in order to give it the grams offered at America's most pres-
California. credence the first profession (i.e., en- tigious universities and training centers.
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ACQUISITION REVIEW
QUARTERLY APPROVED

Inaugural Issue Due within Weeks
approved and issued the charter tics Manaement College: Dr.

Dr. lohn M. Deutch, Uinder Secretary of Defense Ziomek. LISA. Army Loi-

for the Acquisition Review Quarterly (ARQ), the Richard Murphy, Air Force
scholarly refereed journal of the Defense Acquisition Uni- Institute of Technology: Dr.
versity (DALI). The ARQ is edited and published for the Stephen Versace. Informa-
DALI by the Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) tion Resources Manage-
Press. The inaugural issue will be out within the next few ment College: Wilbur
weeks. lones and Robert Ball.

DSMC: and Frank
Dr. Deutch cited the Defense Acquisition Workforce Sobieszczvk. DAU.

Improvement Act (DA\VIA), which requires the DAU to The ARQ Review
include research and publication capabilities to support Board is in the pro-
the workforce, as the basis for the ARQ. The journal cess of being named.
serves persons in the Acquisition Corps, Congress. indus-
trv and academia having significant interests in how the Mr. lones. Director, DSMC Press. serves as managing
Department of Defense conducts acquisition business, editor, and Mr. Ball is the editor. Their telephone num-

bers are 703-805-2525 (DSN 055-2525) and 703-805-
Mechanism for Scholarly Research and 2892 (DSN 055-2892), respectively.
Policy Exchange

Separate Circulation Intended
"The purpose of the ARQ," Dr. Deutch stated. "is to

provide a mechanism for fostering and disseminating schol- The first two issues will be mailed automatically to

arly research on acquisition issues, and for acquisition everyone on the Program Afanagcr subscription list. to
policymakers to exchange opinions on issues, comrnuni- lists of senior members of the Acquisition Corps provided
cate policy decisions. and maintain high levels of aware- by each Military Service and selected government and
ness among acquisition professionals regarding acquisi- university libraries. Ultimately, the ARQ will establish its
tion management philosophies." separate circulation list.

Dr. Deutch continued, "The ARQ should be developed Government employee-: who wish to subscribe to the

as a premier publication within government supporting ARQ must submit a written request (return card or letter)
acquisition research and analysis, with acquisition de- to: Editor. Acquisition Review Quarterly, Defense Acquisi-
fined in its broadest sense. It also should serve to inte- tion University, 2001 N. Beauregard St.. Alexandria, VA

grate the professional interests of the various career fields 22311. The ARQ is negotiating with the U.S. Government
in ther workforce, infusing senior managers with a sense Printing Office for their handling of paid. nonge ernment
of community and common purpose, and provide the subscriptions.
forum for scholarly debate envisioned by the DAWIA.
This effort has the encouragement and support of all in Manuscripts Solicited
the acquisition community."

Authors. particularly faculty, staff and students of con-
The ARQ Editorial Board consists of representatives sortium member schools, and members of the Acquisition

from the six largest DALI consortium member schools: Dr. Corps are encouraged to submit manuscripts for consid-
David Lamm, Naval Postgraduate School; Dr. Rita Wells. eration. Author guidelines are included in the first issue

Industrial College of the Armed Forces; LTC Daniel D. and are available from the editor on request.
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INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Education in Acquisition

(IDEA) Program
Major J. Brian Turk, USAF

Is Big Brother just keeping watch
- or really learning? This was

the subliminal question that seemed
to follow me from one management
meeting to another once I entered the
newest Air Force Education With In-
dustry (EWI) program known as In-
dustrial Development Education in
Acquisition (IDEA).

Lockheed Sanders, Inc. in Nashua,
N.H., was my host for a 6-month edu-
cation-in-acquisition assignment with
their Air Force Mission Support Sys-
tem (AFMSS) program office. The Air
Force has selected AFMSS as the next-
generation mission planning system
for all current types of Air Force air-
craft, including fighters, bombers, trans-
ports, tankers and helicopters.

Actually, Big Brother has been
watching and learning consistently
since 1947. when General Henry H.
"Hap" Arnold, known as the "Father
of the U.S. Air Force," determined
that his Service had made too many
acquisition mistakes during World
War II.

Major Turk is Acquisition Officer
with the Air Force Materiel Command,
Electronic Systems Center, Space and
Missile Warning Systems Program Of-
fice, Command Center Processing and
Display System Replacement Program, Malor 1. Brian Turk. USAF, at AFMSS (.itting): Ambky Nangeroni. Lockheed Sanders. Inc.,
Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass. plrogram Alanager for Syslems.
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work sheets were received. Most com- and its products in relation to pro- a possible detriment to the ability to
pany managers welcomed ihe visit, grams supported. These data were then perform and meet production require-
They viewed it as an opportunity to entered into the Space and Missile ments within the next five years.
pass issues, information on new prod- Industrial Information System
uct development, and concerns di- (SAMIIS). 2 To ensure recommenda- High Risk. The ability and/or the
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In an effort to rectify the situation, dent must try to understand the over-
he sent several colonels to various Inlih of out' all viewpoint of the company, along
industries to work side-by-side with with its policies and methods of man-
top management and thereby better " i1|1 aging human resources, research, en-
understand industry. Well-received gineering, production, quality assur-
by corporations and the Air Force, ance, marketing and accounting. Then,
General Arnold's program continues r ation Desert the participant concentrates on an
and has evolved over the years to option area, such as program man-
now include civilian, as well as mili- Str and t agement. Specifically, the student ex-
tary Air Force acquisition personnel. plores and often discovers the signifi-

renewe inteqrest| cance of such key processes as the
The IDEA is the latest evolution. following:

Sponsored by the U.S. Air Force Ma- a r f
teriel Command, the program is man- -The commitment of resources a
aged by the new Air Education and U.S. it ary company must make, and the risks
Training Command's (AETC) Air Force involved before a contract award

cap bi e, te by the government
-The effective use of contractual

- !teaming agreements to clarify roles
and responsibilities when two or
More companies are involved in a

can onl y b [•[•ligovernment contract
-The domino effect created by

more valuab[l e for changes or contractually over-
imposed specifications, which may

the "smalller, contribute to delivery delays and
cost overruns.

r Ar Doing More with Less

I found the IDEA program pro-
vides a selected Air Force personnel

vwith an exciting opportunity to wit-
ness, closely and personally, the prob-
lems and pitfalls encountered and skills

Institute of Technology (the graduate and courage required to perform as a
university for the Air Force), in coop- defense contractor in an era of de-
eration with major defense contrac- clining budgets and downsized plan-
tors, including Lockheed Sanders, Inc., ning.

- General Electric, Hughes Aircraft, GTE
-_ ... Government Systems, and many other In light of our success in Opera-

companies. Only highly experienced tion Desert Storm and the renewed
captains, majors, lieutenant colonels, interest and respect for U.S. military
and GS/GM-1 is through 14s are se- capabilities, the IDEA program can
lected for the program. Further, these only become more valuable for the

Scandidates must meet equally high "smaller, smarter" Air Force of the
education standards, be fully quali- future. As we try to do more with
fied in one or more functional areas, less, it is not just desirable, but im-
and specialize in narrowly focused perative that we foster true team-
acquisition programs of relative short work among Department of Defense
durations. acquisition agencies and our coun-

terparts in industry.
Key Processes

Yes, Big Brother has been watch-
What does the IDEA program par- ing - and learning a lot from a good

ticipant strive to learn? First, the stu- IDEA.
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REENGINEERING COST
ANALYSIS.

A Case for Cost Reform
Mark E. Gindele

T his COEA is going nowhere," or are they political statements nec-
said the business financial man- essary to keep the programs funded

ager (BFM) for a highly visible Naval and approved? These questions and
Air Systems Command program man- their implications on how business is
ager, referring to the cost estimates conducted in military acquisition need
contained in a draft version of a Cost to be addressed by the current ad-
and Operational Effectiveness Analy- ministration as the world moves to-
sis (COEA) document.' "These num- ward a globally competitive environ-
bers support modifying the existing ment.
system, not the new development. This
isn't right. Let's see where we can Determining and Defining
adjust the estimate to get back to sup-
porting the new program." While accountants follow standards

established by Generally Accepted
"There's not a lot of room to move Accounting Principles (GAAP), and

on," said the cost analyst, referring to the Securities and Exchange Coin-
the cost estimate and the ground rules mission (SEC) established require-
and assumptions used to support the ments for audited financial statements F-22 (Photo courtesy of Lockheed)
estimates. "We fund you to support certified by independent public ac-
the program," said the BFM. "If you countants, government cost estima- to define optimistically the program
produce reports like these, you're go- tors have complete freedom to deter- and systems for hardware, software
ing to kill the program. If you kill the mine estimates for military programs and maintenance elements. Since the
program, then you're out of a job. in many different ways. Estimating program is approved to continue as a
You have to come up with a way to techniques often depends on the phase program by passing a milestone deci-
back the new program." a program is in, such as concept stage, sion, it behooves the program office

full-scale development (FSD) or pro- to continue developing and support-
Are these events happening in pro- duction. Oversight of the estimate is ing cost estimates that support the

gram offices? Is there a problem with often determined by the total dollar "approved" program. Issuing a COEA
having COEAs and cost estimates paid value of the estimated program. The or program summary contrary to the
for by the program office which pre- more expensive programs are reviewed approved budget would, most likely,
fers the document supports the pro- by more departments. be equivalent to the "kiss of death"
gram they are sponsoring? Are de- for the program.
fense cost estimates truly independent When a program is in its begin-
(i Mark E. Gindele 07/14/93. ning phases, it is difficult to define. With the program manager's (PM's)

Oftentimes a new program is defined job to keep the program running, it-
Mr. Gindele is an Operations Re- by performance goals rather than spe- erations are made defining the sys-

search Analyst for the Naval Air War- cific systems, and these "goals" are tem in terms usable by cost analysts.
fare Center in Warminster, Pa., and difficult to define in terms of cost and When a particular mix of input vari-
supports the Naval Air Systems Corn- schedule. This gives the program of- ables offers a configuration that is
mand. fice and cost estimators opportunities technically believable and program-
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lation, test, training and tools would (CLIN), cost breakdown structures
"Did we really think be optimized in terms of cost. (CBS), and various functionality charts

can be used to compare selectively
we could buy the Cost-estimating Techniques the new program to analogous projects.

Cost-estimating relationships (CERs)
A- 12 development In addition to insufficiently detail- can be developed using selective or

ing the technical aspects of the pro- limited data to support the cost rea-
program for about gram and, therefore, not identifying sonableness of the new program. Cost

all the costs, the cost analysts can estimates can then be "backed into"
35 percent of the employa host ofcost-estimatingtech- to support the program rather than

niques that adjust the cost estimate. independently developed to determine
F-22 development Applying learning curves, rate curves- the budget and address affordability

and productivity enhancements issues.
effort?" through automation can greatly af-

fect production cost estimates. In the This expansion of estimating tech-
FSD phase. shorter development niques continues into the request for
schedules, no rework of prototypes, proposal (RFP) and contracting cycle.
reduction in test flights, reuse of tech- Cost instructions to offerors are de-
nology or systems from other programs, tailed, requiring offerors to trace cost
overstating commonality, and mini- estimates to CLINs, WBS and func-
mizing the complexity of the program tional categories using numerous trees,
all tend to reduce costs. Appropriate charts and diagrams. Multiple requests
application of these and other tech- are made for detailed documentation

of the contractor's estimating system
and traceability of cost estimates to
contractor's historical cost., Often.
the cost instructions, which are pre-
pared independently of the technical
instructions and without sensitivity
to the contractor's accounting system,
rival the technical request for infor-
mation in page count. The results of-

S_ • ten are less than desired, necessitat-
ing a cost-realism study.

Cost Analysis Issues

Cost realism, as defined in Defense
Supplement to the Federal Acquisi-
tion Regulations 215.805-70, permits
the government to evaluate cost esti-

A- 12 (Photo courtesy of McDonnell Doqglos Aerospace) mates, ...to ensure that proposed costs
are consistent with the technical pro-
posal ..... This allows the government

matically acceptable, the cost esti- niques usually makes possible an es- to adjust individual contractor cost
mate is solidified. To get to this point, timation of the program within pro- estimates, based on government un-
the team defining the cost-feasible gram budget constraints. derstanding of the contractor techni-
concept sometimes omits elements of cal proposal, and evaluate the pro-
the program that must be bought some- As the program progresses through posal based on the adjusted estimate.
time during the life cycle of the pro- various reviews and milestone deci- It is possible, therefore, on an evalua-
gram. but are not highly visible to sions, more opportunities present them- tion where all otherelementsare equal.
reviewers at this phase. For example, selves to support political cost esti- to select a contractor whose perceived
on a software intensive weapon sys- mates, because more documents are cost by the government is less than
tem the application software would generated on the program. Custom- all others. This makes cost analysis
be estimated, but the less-obvious sup- ized work breakdown structures critical when evaluating successful con-
port software; i.e. simulation, stimu- (WBS), contract line item numbers tractors.
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Cost analysis could be used also Cost analysis is a complicated dis- stand financial statements. cost ac-
in the post-contract award period by cipline requiring years of training and counting standards, and acquisition
program offices, although it rarely is. understanding to do well. Actual ben- regulations. Formally, this may be in-
When used properly, cost analysis efits from performing cost analysis are dicative of needing business and en-
could be used to baseline efforts and not well documented because cost gineering degrees. However, maximum
schedules, limit requirements growth analysis has been viewed by many gain would be derived by assigning
by estimating each requirement's cost PMs as "something they have to do" junior cost analysts rotational assign-
impact, and identify costs of needed to pass a milestone decision rather ments through different disciplines to
additions. Cost analysts should be- than "something they want to do." obtain the necessary insight to play a
come part of the technical team, iden- Several reforms could be put in place major role in program decisions.
tifying systems and cost and measur- that could help improve the benefits
ing impact immediately to the program. from cost analysis; they include train- Assignments in a contracts depart-
When properly applied, cost analysis ing, standardization and standards of ment would provide opportunity to
permits a process to conduct accu- conduct. see how the government works with
rate trade-offs,' and provides infor- contractors on a formal basis. Ana-
mation far in advance of cost sched- Training lysts would become familiar with cost
ule control systems (CSCS)Y reports. and pricing information, auditing, ad-
giving PMs more time and more ac- To be an effective cost analyst re- ministration of contracts, negotiating
curate information to make decisions. quires understanding the technical and acquisition regulations. Appoint-

aspects of a program, and being able ments in a program office would fa-
Several reasons could explain why to collect and extract information from miliarize analysts with matrix organi-

cost analysis has not been embraced various people and technical docu- zations, the program planning and
by PMs as a management tool. The ments. Knowing where to look for cost- budget cycles, compromising, formal
defense department's emphasis on driver information and knowing the briefing techniques, and technical lead-
performance aspects and then right questions to ask developers is ership. Temporary tasks in budget,
programmatics" for weapon systems critical to doing a good job. In addi- engineering or other smaller depart-
may be interpreted to exclude cost as tion, a cost analyst needs to under- ments would also tend to make ana-
an evaluation criteria; or, perhaps, lysts more understanding of the en-
PMs' reluctance to deal with bad in- tire environment.
formation during their "watch." After "Where were the
all. if a cost analysis revealed the pro- Work assignments should be sup-
gram was headed for trouble because auditors assigned to ported with a formal training program,
cost analysis was indicating an over- by having cost analysts attend ap-
run, the PM would have to take ac- examine and report proximately eight training courses of-
tion immediately. Without such a re- fered throughout the defense depart-
port, the PM has more freedom to on thrift ment. This provides theory and basis
obfuscate actual progress by writing for rules in place, and documents fur-
off delays to "technical redirections." institutions?" nished with the courses would be

sources of reference for future work.
As analysts become more seasoned
and skilled they should be sent to
industry- and defense-sponsored con-
ferences to collect information and
interface with industry counterparts.

Lastly, junior analysts should be
assigned a mentor to guide their ca-
reers and be able to support their
work assignments.

Standardization

There is probably no better example
that could be given than in the field
of cost analysis where standardiza-
tion would greatly improve the acqui-
sition process. Decisions made daily

IP-7 (illustrution courtesy of Lockheed)
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use cost information as a basis for knowing the customer is using the independent agency. Rather than look
alternative choices. Yet, frequently the information to measure productivity upon cost analysts as public accoun-
information is incomplete or other- and efficiency may also force con- tants with a hidden agenda of overes-
wise flawed, resulting in a poor basis tractors to look for ways to improve timating program changes, PMs should
for making choices. Managers must efficiencies and, thus, become more view cost analysts as managerial ac-
have accurate information in order to competitive. More commonality in countants able to identify work areas
make sound decisions. reporting, collecting and evaluating that are performing well and those

should tend to increase competition, needing attention.
One way toward achieving this goal

of providing accurate information is Standards of Conduct Initiatives to improve cost analy-
to develop a common cost database sis could include recognizing a certi-
that would be available to cost ana- During the past several years, we fication society to determine indepen-
lysts and PMs. When someone wants have witnessed the collapse of the dently standards for certified cost
to know, for example, the replace- savings and loan industry and the analysts with the implication of disci-
ment cost of an F-18 or ARC-2 10 ra- subsequent question of: "Where were plining cost analysts who certify poor
dio, he could look it up in the com- the auditors assigned to examine and estimates. Another idea would be to
mon database. The COEAs and other report on thrift institutions?"'7 We could have cost analysis supported by an
cost studies would have to use the extend this same type of question, office independent of the PM and,
database and therefore reduce the albeit on cost estimators, when we therefore, remove the PM's ability to
amount of subjectivity in cost esti- look at the many programs canceled strongly influence the estimate. This
mates. With this type of information by the Pentagon, such as P-7, A-12, step needs to be debated because it
available at the PM level, decis;i,-s and perhaps the C-17. While the blame removes the PM's total responsibility
could be made at a much lower lcvcl for these programs cannot solely be for the program. Then again, the PM
in the organization chain. This data- attributable to optimistic estimates, may be pleased to have someone else
base would also be conducive t Ion- clearly something can be improved in break the bad news on an underfunded,
ducting more trade-offs betwecn per- the review process. Questions such underestimated program.
formance and affordability, and doing as "Did we really think we could buy
so earlier in the program life cycle, the A- 12 development program for

about 35 percent of the F-22 develop- Endnotes
A more demanding standardization ment effort?" should be asked before

program would include standardizing committing to major programs. 1. Department of Defense Instruction
accounting systems for defense con- 5000.2, "Defense Acquisition Policies
tractors, standardizing cost instruc- No one seems to gain when a ma- and Procedures," 23 February 1991,
tions for RFPs, and developing a set jor program is canceled.The govern- Part 4, Section E.
of standards for conducting cost analy- ment falls behind in replenishing its 2. Bemis, I. C.,"Design to Cost Under
sis. Having common cost reporting fleet in a optimally planned fashion; Changing Program Conditions."
systems for all contractors would al- it loses congressional support for the OUSDRE (AM) MSA, March 1985.
low easier comparisons at lower lev- program; and morale drops among its 3. "Estimating Systems," Defense Fed-
els of financial reporting, allowing the employees. The contractor is faced eral Acquisition Regulation Supple-
customer to measure and compare with layoffs, angry stockholders, and ment, para. 215.811.
productivity and efficiency between defending itself during termination 4. Baumert, I., and McWhinney, M.,
bidders. At the present time compari- procedures. The taxpayer ends up "Software Measures and the Capabil-
sons are almost impossible to make paying for defense programs with no ity Maturity Model," Software Engi-
because each contractor has a unique deliverables and unemployment com- neering Institute, Carnegie Mellon
accounting system and costs are re- pensation benefits. University, CMU/SEI-92-TR-25, Sep-
ported differently. tember 1992.

Congress has reacted to the say- 5. Department of Defense Instruction
Common cost instructions would ings and loan fiasco by introducing a 5000.2, 23 February 1991, Part 11,

save contractors considerable bid and bill, "The Financial Fraud Detection Section B.
proposal expense because they would and Disclosure Act." The bill requires 6. Perkins, Russ, "NAVAIR's Source
not have to devote so much time to auditors to report problems in account- Selection Process," Section 4, "Sup-
understanding and complying with ing earlier and prevents retribution port - The Foundation of Power."
individual RFP cost instructions. Per- for whistle-blowing. Perhaps the de- 7. Donlan, Thomas, "A Bigger Whistle
haps they could use the savings to fense department should take the ini- - Congress Pushes Accountants to Be
compete more on other programs. Stan- tiative of reengineering cost analysis More Accountable," Barron's, 5 luly
dardization of accounting systems and before it is forced to do so by an 1993.
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ARCHITECTURE 11:
THE PROTOTYPE

Flexibility Through Discipline
Joseph R. Zaleski

ince my article, "A Toolkit for FIGURE 1. Stuctural Element Definition
Program Management Archi-

tects," was published in the July-Au- - Dictionaries.for allgust 1992 Program Manager, more Dtio eleme ..

than 100 readers have contacted me 'Management Requirements Dictiona
about the architecture, the proof-of- -' 1 Management requirements

concept implementation, or the Toolkit. Requirement IO: 1 2. Control points

I have distributed more than 60 cop- Paragraph: 37.0.(12) (milestones)

ies of the Toolkit. In developing this, Document name: Pubiic Law 313 3. Produts
the "prototype" version of the archi- Requirement group: Personnel (articles, services, data)

tecture and the Toolkit, I have ad- Requirement ty": Statute 4. Responsibility centers
dressed all of your inputs and sugges- Requirement ieveile:ra (organizations)

tions except provisions for graphic fields 5. Line items
in records, which will be included in _ _ __1_6. Processes
the Paradox for W indows® version, 7. Accounts

since the environment there is spe-
cifically designed to support them. 8Perods

9. Technical specifications
I have been gratified by the re- 10Tehiaprtmac

sponses -- the intellectual combat as parameters
well as the support and agreement. I _ _

hope the integration of text, illustra- Conght ,1993; The Zaleski Group

tions and computer displays/reports ' xS\GFX Task

in this article meet the need you have
expressed to be able to "visualize the architecture and the data model to plexity by' identifying and defining a
architecture and its implementation satisfy the needs of many of the structural framework for government
conceptually, logically and digitally." nonacquisition users and, second, a operations to serve the same purpose

much less hateful user interface, as the structural elements of physical
There are two major differences in systems.

this version of the architecture. First, The Architecture of
small changes in the elements of the Government Operations The integrated framework of the

architecture provides three distinct but
In the inherent complexity of gov- related functions. It provides a thread

© 1993. ernment operations, there is one con- to tie the plans, tasks, resources, sched-
stant. Whether policy is being made, ules, products, performance and ac-

The author, associated with The legislation is being passed, or the re- tual expenditures of the government
Zaleski Group, Jay, N.Y., consults in suit is being implemented, people or operation to the "mandates" it is re-
the architecture of government opera- groups of people must physically per- quired to satisfy. It provides the ca-
tions and the interface between people form tasks - work. The Architecture pability to view the operation from a
and their government. He can be reached of Government Operations supports number of different vantage points
at Commercial (518) 946-7745. automated tools for managing com- with relation to the others. It is the
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FIGURE 2. Representation where, why, with what, what-if, for elaborate structures to impose

of a Government Operation what-now and the interfaces conflict control in the turf-wars, and
between them. This is the "how- is increased by the efforts of people
to" complexity. to bend the regulations in their own

favor. This we should call "ego"

operation. -Third. Communications complexity complexity.
100%.

All It . arises directly from the nature of
Everything. the communications required to The Nature of a Government

complete a task, not from the task Operation
The Responsibility Center View itself. In an operation with extremely

All ot the Responsibility complex tasks where every person In its most general form, a govern-
Centers in the Operation must interface with every other ment operation is prescribed work

This piece assigned to person, there are n(n- 1)/2 interfaces performed by a group of participantsS• Responsibility Center
#1o3. required. In a team of seven people under the scrutiny of constituents or

One Task there would be 7(7-1)/2 = 21 constituent groups, each of which may
interfaces required to do the task. have different objectives. In almost

The Requirements View In a team of 100, there would be all cases, the policy, legislation and
4,950 interfaces on each task implementation are accomplished by

All of the requirements requiring this level of interface! different participants.
Think of this as "who-with"

One requirement complexity. For example, the President estab-

OneTask lishes defense policy, Congress passes
-Fourth. Task complexity is the actual the budget appropriation and autho-

performance of brain surgery, rization legislation, and the Depart-
foundation of the data model imple- painting the masterpiece, writing ment of Defense and branches of the
mented by the automated database. the algorithm, programming the Service formulate regulations that be-

computer, milling the part, welding come the mandates under which vari-
Complexity the joint. This is "being-able-to" ous programs are implemented by

complexity. Service members, civil servants and
Some of the issues that face us contractors. The Supreme Court spends
today are almost obscenely com- -Fifth. Turf complexity is the un- most of each term resolving conflicts
plex. necessary but almost universal between legislation and the implement-

-Vice President Albert Gore, Jr. complexity arising from the desire ing regulations of the executive de-
of each subsect to gain and hold partments. This, in effect, creates an-

There are different types of com- an ever-increasing amount of turf. other form of mandate - the court
plexity. A methodology that reduces This complexity stems from the need decision.
one type may only make the others
worse. The architectural approach FIGURE 3. Task - -

contains features to deal with all five Ie t Fr P eTask .a.F
of these complexity types. Intega ration Form, Page I Ta" Integration Form

Look up Tablesfor P It
-First. Conceptual complexity requires Details ot the links S IDa End

the combination of the right brain
creativity of the artist, the left brain WE

processing of the scientist, and the (P•,O• 0 1o- L JI] N P.

dexterity of the politician. It ILeft_ F__ _t_

produces top-level policy and Product I =P
authority to proceed. You could Management Requirementsautoriy t prcee. Yuecul Mt•RPARA MRtOC Group Type Level rext I

call this the "w hat-to" com plexity. ID 4( g GsrEoup Type Se s•,evel.Text ofie"

3 3I ), 5RgEa, LRues Persorim Re) •:0, State Cmrli*e text m rmemo nfld Links to Stnuctural

-Second. Operational complexity or EentEs 9l,',e La ee Cee,,enot A ofther

conceptual logistics is the translation 1 a.-°, rri2. Prod•ics, Sawa data

of the concept into what it takes to 3 UnE =

bring it about. It is maintaining the 5 Con' PI

integrity of the concept while 6.---•-e

defining the who, what, when, _______, _9__ ____ZALESKIGROU
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List of Related top-level, clear idea of the objective standing of the present, our knowi-
-- successful handling of "what-to" edge of the past, the integrity of ourPerspectives complexity. Broadway Producer David projections, and the discipline of our

Belasco says, "If you can't write your efforts. The architecture and the Toolkit
Vantage Point - Definition idea on the back of my calling card. help us integrate understanding, knowl-
Management Requirements - The ground you don't have a clear idea." A call- edge. projections. discipline and effort.

rulesandconstraintsfortheoperation: ing card is 3.5 inches wide and 2.0
mandates, statement of work tasks, inches high: the preamble to the Con- Perspectives and Structural
etc. stitution of the United States will fit Elements

Accounts - Financial accounts indicating in a space this size.
the source of funds. Your view of an operation depends

Control Points - Schedule milestones. When we talk about the objective upon your perspective, and your per-
analogous to manufacturing steps. or the laws. rules and decisions of the spective depends upon your vantage
used to show how many items have courts. we are discussing ground rules Point. In other words. w'here you stand
completed an evolutionary step. and constraints for future conduct. depends upon where you sit. The table

Periods - Uniform accounting periods However, none of us knows for cer- contains a list of the names of the
for measuring financial and technical tain what will happen tomorrow. In vantage Points in the architecture and
performance. other words, we have no truth about a brief description of the perspective

Products - The things., services and/or the future. We have only our under- from each. You are probably already
data produced by the operation.

Responsibility Centers - Who or what
organization is responsible for task FIGURE 4. Task Integration Form, Page Two
performance.

Line Items - A method used to identify ACCOUNTS
deliveries, lots or appropriations ACNTID PARENTID Name Type Level IMemo Text
separately. 0 General Fund Total 1 Description

Processes - The names of the methods
or procedures for doing specific parts 9959 9999 UndstnbuleO Summary 2 Descnptin

of the operation: for example. a Equvt Detail
planning process or a negotiating
process.

In the same fashion. the federal Task Integration Form
government and the state legislature Estimate to Complete: S 2305.35 , p 31eJ

generate statutes governing educational - ,,Account Item Desc tl Uni 4t S 1 im Tet

programs. There are regulations and 01020 Copoet Ea 1987 ext

court decisions at both levels. The 1r,ýo Cc:;e S SNPY - 'Tex

total group of statutes. regulations and A
court decisions is referred to as "edu-
cational mandates." The local school AopopoM#1 B.iedt AvmPovau Date AUThID

board adds to this group through their ~ ~ ~ tjlnl r~ m e' ~
decisions.w

Task Output Tyme

Creating this mandate produces no
results. It sets up the ground rules
and constraints. People or groups of
people must physically perform tasks
- work - to see results. Architecture
and the Toolkit combine to establish
flexibility through discipline to allow
people to perform successfully under
extreme complexity.

Architecture deals with implemen- I I II I
tation. It assumes the existence of a ...r , -A, -,,
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FIGURE 5. The Integrating Function of the Task spreadsheet budgets, extract these fig-
ures, and total them, it might take

100% of the The work done by Organization forever and the probability of numeri-
program from the 100% of the work 103 on Product 1.01.04.03 to cal error would be quite high. In addi-
Responsibility of Organization 103. satisfy the SOW requirement of tion, if the original planning did not
center vantage Paragraph 3.4.2, which is contain these subdivisions, someone
point contained in CLIN A004 and would have to make allocations among% performed during Phase 2. the vantage points based on judg-
100% of the w • ment rather than actual data collection.
p ro m 100% of the work on 0
the Products Product 1.01.0403 If. on the other hand, we use thevantage point 0 vantage points as the structural ele-

.a computerized database, the infor-
10*ao.hewr ments ofn asrchitectr cssonap tue isn-

100% of the 100% of the work
program from the needed to satisfy Nnter mation is related as soon as it is en-
Management SOW par. 34.2 n V tered, and the computer handles all
Requirement R the complex data selection, combina-
vantage point tion, sorting and output. It would be

duu1 as simple to provide the perspectives
100% of the 100 of the work in any order, or to leave some out. In
program from contained in CLIN And Actu.1, other words, we could show only howthe Line Item A004. St,wm•. Eng ri, P

the Line Itm A004. - D-no much money one responsibility cen-
vantage point. ter was going to spend on one prod-

,, ,•,,, M.1........... . . uct during the life of the operation.
--. ', -Or, from a scheduling vantage point,S!~~~_"r, ----- 2.0• Ilour ---:L 1672

100% of the 100% of the work 4 we could show the task starting and
program from that must be doneP A.,",,. ..

the Control Point in Phase 2. * S, V ending dates by responsibility centerthe-,. Conro Point A•- g'•" P-
vantage point 1.. .f- ,.. U,- or by control point/responsibility center/

Pt. d • A,',.;,] (Charw Th, Pen

W .,product, or other combinations.

Tasks: The Structural
Integrators

familiar with most of them; you've Look at Figure 2; it's worth a thou- From the previous discussion, we
just called them different things. The sand words of further explanation. know the tasks must be the glue that
architecture and the Toolkit work to- ties all views of the operation together.
gether so the view you get from each Notice, there is a task at the bot- We know, also, that we want the com-
of these vantage points is a view of tom of any representation. If you think puter to keep track of all the tasks
the whole operation as seen from that about it for a minute, you'll see this is and the piece of each vantage point
vantage point. For example, all the logical, because nothing gets done to which they are connected. To do
money and all the time will be spent unless someone does it - performs a that, we need to have the computer
meeting the total package of manage- task. Since each vantage point repre- build a form that lets us designate the
ment requirements. It will also all be sents the whole operation, we know relationships while enabling it to track
spent by the operation responsibility each task must be a part of one of the the results.
centers. Similarly, it will all be spent subdivisions of each vantage point.
on the whole operation as seen from For example, each task belongs to a Tasks consume resources and pro-
the other vantage points. Figure 1 responsibility center; each task must duce outputs, so we need a way to list
shows the computer screen used to contribute to one of the products; each all the resources, their estimated costs,
construct the vantage points and other task must be part of one of the pro- and all the outputs we expect from
structural elements. cesses, etc. the task. The resources must be funded

from somewhere, so we need to be
If we represent a government op- As an arbitrary example, we might able to find the account numbers for

eration from any one vantage point want to know our costs for meeting the estimates and the actual expendi-
as a cube, it is made up of smaller one mandate - by responsibility cen- tures. And, of course, we need to keep
cubes, each representing one of the ter, line item, control point and prod- track of the accounting periods when
subdivisions from that perspective. uct. If we had to go through a stack of the money was spent.
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FIGURE 6. Multiperspective Report Demonstration

MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENT 2: SYSTEM DESIGN
I RESPONSIBILITY CENTER 4: CC&M ENGINEERING
[ LINE ITEM A001: FIRST UNIT
I CONTROL POINT: 1: SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW

I IPRODUCT: 1.0: INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
I II TASKID TASK NAME BUDGET EARNED VALUE ACTUAL COST BAC ETCLII,
I I I 1 Mission Requirements Analysis 1,133.85 1,133.85 2,046.00 1,133.85 0.00

II I
I I I I -PRODUCT TOTAL >> APPROPRIATE SUBTOTALS <<

===>>>FORMAT REPEATS To COVEN ALL TASKS/PRODUCTSCONTROL POINTS/I.INE ITEMSIRESPONSIBILITY CENTERS, MANAGEMENt REQUIREMENTS<<<===

I I I I-I-CONTROL POINT TOTAL >> APPROPRIATE SUBTOTALS <<
I CONTROL POINT: 2: PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW
I I PRODUCT: 1.0: INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

I I I I I-PRODUCT TOTAL
I I I 1-1-CONTROL POINT TOTAL
I I I-1-1-LINE ITEM TOTAL
I I-I-I-I-RESPONSIBILITY CENTER TOTAL
I RESPONSIBILITY CENTER 5: CCM MANUFACTURING
I I-I-I-I-RESPONSIBILITY CENTER TOTAL
I-I-I-I-I-MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENT TOTAL
MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENT 3: PRELIMINARY DESIGN
PROJECT TOTALS:

>> APPROPRIATE TOTALS FOR PROJECT << 5,033.85 5,033.85 3,183.50 20,178.85 15,352.75

Let's look at an illustration of the Questions and Answers primary and which are subordinate
task form. Since it contains so much for a particular output. This display
information, it uses two pages and Once the data is entered into the technique is similar to the one used
shows up on two computer screens. database using the forms in Figures by code generators employed by com-
Figure 3, Page 1, of the Task Form, 1, 3 and 4, you can ask questions puter programmers to visually indi-
has an area for task name, ID #, de- about how your operation is doing cate which processes are nested within
scription and original, current and and let the computer look up the right others.
actual starting and ending dates, and information, calculate the results, and
duration. The task can be identified display the resulting report or graph. Figures 8 and 9 are included to
as follows: [Planning, Open, Closed], Basically, you ask questions about provide examples of two graphs with
[Labor, Material, Other Direct Costs], your operation and the computer looks which you may be familiar, but which
[Recurring, Nonrecurring]. at the data you have used to describe

your operation; selects the appropri- FIGURE 7. Project
Along the bottom are boxes that ate records; combines, calculates, sorts Architecture

tie the task to each of the structural and answers your question. Management

elements of the architecture (vantage R ' e ActualTPP
points). These special boxes, shown Answers can be provided either on Values

in Figure 3, open to let you see the screen or in printouts. They can be in 'men,,

entire table of all the items in a struc- the form of reports, letters, mailing Tasks Products Performance

tural element and pick the one to link labels, graphs, Gantt charts, etc. The Parmeer

to the task. Figure 4 shows Page 2 of answers can be as simple as a dictio- ,Respons b,,
the task form with details and look- nary of mandates or as complex as a
up link between the task item esti- listing of each mandate, its level, which Speutcason

mates and the accounts table. responsibility centers spend money
to meet it, which products this money

Figure 7 shows how the computer becomes a part of, and which work is TaskItem
sees the information you enter but, done to meet which control point. As Cost'l Estimates ," .I

first, look at Figure 5 to see how the shown in Figure 6, the output can be Task Item Account
A Aoooved Number

cube representations and the com- formatted with graphical characters " P1§dg Number

puter screens come together at the to separate the vantage points and to Actual Acounting
task. highlight which vantage point is the Fxpenditures Period
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FIGURE 8. Cost Performance without programming. since there are a number of commer-
When queries and new cially available database programs for

Budgeted cost of work scheduled output requirements personal computers that can do the
stabilize, they can be job and existing C/SCSC systems can

Today incorporated into the be adjusted to implement the archi-
* application by simple tecture, the entry cost is within the
w modifications to the pro- means of any government entity and

Actual cost of work $Overcos gram to add them to its suppliers.
performed the output tables.

oIn this age of downsizing, reduc-
0 $ Behind schedule If all operations tions in middle management, govern-

within agovemmenten- ment "reinvention," and budget cuts,
tity were to adopt the it may be time for our ability to use

cost of work performed architectural approach, technology to catch up with the tech-
Budgeted the "shape of the table" nology that is conveniently available.

Accounting Period ILA t ewould be established

and the focus could be It is definitely time to recognize
have expanded capability in the on persistent cooperation among all that discipline and structure do not
Toolkit. Figure 8 is a cost-performance parties to achieve the objective. Re- reduce flexibility but, instead, flex-
graph showing budget, earned value views at higher levels could be done ibility arises from the discipline of our
and actual costs along with the cur- using the actual data and Toolkit com- efforts. When each team member per-
rent overrun/underrun and the dollar puter program at the implementing forms a defined role, the team has the
value of the schedule slip/accelera- agency via modem and remote con- flexibility to meet both complexity and
tion. The unique thing about the ar- trol program. For example, I use an the unknowns of the future.
chitectural approach is it lets you build old, $100 remote-control program
these graphs for any of the structural called Takeover to provide site sup- Understanding the structural frame-
elements. For example, you can de- port from my office to clients at vari- work of the architecture, the integrat-
velop these graphs for management ous locations. This program allows ing role of the task, and the proper
requirements, accounts, products or either of us to operate the Toolkit functions of the WBS, SOW and other
control points, etc. software at the client's site, while both structural elements, makes possible

of us see the results as displayed on the reduction of ego complexity and
Figure 9 shows a technical perfor- the client's screen. the growth of persistent cooperation.

mance parameter profile with the speci- The function of the proof-of-concept
fied value and achievement to date. The benefits to a government en- and prototype computer programs of
The architectural approach makes this tity of adopting the architectural ap- the Toolkit is to facilitate this under-
facility available to each product type proach are numerous. The following standing and its implementation.
- things, services and data. This pro- are just a few: (1) data
vides the unique capability to mea- integrity is ensured - FIGURE 9. Technical
sure service performance against any there is no massaging be- rformance Parameter Profile
criteria contained in appropriate plans. tween the work and the

report since the aggre- Specified requirement
Many of the reports and graphs gation and relationship

are programmed into the application; rules are established; (2)
but, in every operation, participants no travel is necessary to
discover some new perspectives from review program data; (3)
which they would like to see their since data can be aggre-
data. The combination of a funda- gated to the top level for
mental architecture that addresses mul- each site or decon-
tiple vantage points and the flexibil- structed to the task level O"-
ity of a commercial database package to do complete investi- o
like Paradox® makes the addition of gations of problems, no on
new output reports and graphs and special briefing formats C Do. D

Ethe queries that generate them as easy are generated; (4) the ar- 2 "
as possible. Ad hoc queries can be chitectural relationships Ta-
performed interactively. Report and can be defined in rela-
graph specifications can be developed tional database terms; (5) Accounting Period
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ASSESSING THE MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL BASE:

Air Force Space and
Missile Systems Center's Technique

Ed Houston

'D ý uring the past three years the
Air Force Space and Missile

Systems Center (SMC) Manufactur-
ing Engineering Division, in coopera-
tion with the Wright Laboratory In-
dustrial Base Analysis Division,
conducted innovative and proactive
industrial base assessments of the
manufacturing base supporting their
key programs. The assessments sup-
ported congressional interest' in the
DOD industrial base and were in com-
pliance with new DOD acquisition
directives/instruction (DODD 5000.1,
DODI 5000.2 and DODD 4005.1).

Four major satellite programs and
one expendable launch vehicle (ELV)
program participated in these stud-
ies. Focusing on selected second, third,
fourth and lower-tier companies, the
studies provided each program man-
ager with an in-depth view of the
program's industrial base with spe-
cific information on the health of key
suppliers.

As a result of these studies, man-
agement recommendations were sup-
ported which focus on (1) improving
government management of contract-

Mr. Houston is Chief of the Manu-
facturing Engineering Division at the
Air Force Materiel Command, Space
and Missile Systems Center, Los Ange- _. _ _
les Air Force Base, Calif. NAVSTAR/GPS
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ing processes, (2) information dissemi- agers studied the findings, assessed This article presents the data col-
nation to the DOD industrial base on the risk of the producer and/or prod- lection methodology, risk assessment
proposed future weapon system pro- uct, reviewed the key issues, and pro- process, examples of the types of is-
curements, and (3) education of pro- vided recommendations to the pro- sues, and the advantages industrial
gram management personnel on us- gram managers. base analysis can have on system
ing these processes and techniques acquisition cost. This process has been
to reduce cost and schedule overruns. The process used by SMC to col- tested and proved at SMC and is be-

lect and analyze industrial base data ing used by the NAVSTAR Global
Satellite Studies is new and creative. Aggressive prob- Positioning System, Defense Meteo-

lem-solving methods identifying com- rological Satellite Program, and
Two satellite studies were conducted pany relationships and the impact of MILSTAR Program Offices.

in FY 1992. The first study focused problems in lower-tier companies,
on the key upper-tier contractors while coupled with insightful analysis, have Data Collection and
the second focused on key lower-tier identified problems and derived solu- Analysis Process
contractors. Data from more than 280 tions that will save the government
contractor site visits were documented. millions of dollars in system acquisi- While surveys are relatively inex-
A team of analysts and Air Force man- tion, and maintaining lead times. pensive data gathering mechanisms,

companies usually provide data that
are descriptive from their point of view
only. Consequently, it is important to
recognize that independent data col-
lection utilizing a visit to the com-
pany location is the best method to
gather data and make accurate risk
assessments.

The process outlined in this article
(see Figure 1) was developed by SMC
and QuesTech, Inc., and proved to
be efficient and accurate in evalua-
tion of companies. Data collection and
analysis are accomplished by inde-
pendent experts who strive to repre-
sent accurately the interests of gov-
ernment and industry, always
attempting to achieve a "win-win"
situation.

Process developers used a four-
step process to identify, contact, visit
and analyze the companies.

(1) The developers contacted, by
telephone, a senior-management point
of contact in the company. A short
description of the study was followed
by a telefaxed copy of an Air Force
authorization letter and the first set of
work sheets.

"(2) Within a few days after the
initial contact, they made a second
call to the company contact. The pur-
pose of this call was to establish an
appointment for an on-site visit and
ensure the telefaxed letter and initial
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work sheets were received. Most corn- and its products in relation to pro- a possible detriment to the ability to
pany managers welcomed the visit, grams supported. These data were then perform and meet production require-
They viewed it as an opportunity to entered into the Space and Missile ments within the next five years.
pass issues, information on new prod- Industrial Information System
uct development, and concerns di- (SAMIIS).2 To ensure recommenda- High Risk. The ability and/or the
rectly to the program offices. Note: At tions are completed, actions and fol- desire of the company to continue
the beginning of the assessment pro- low-up are managed using SAMIIS supplying the product within the next
cess, the prime contractors are con- and an automated contact manage- two years is in question.
tacted and briefed on the goals of the ment system.
analysis. Prime contractor support aug- Risk ratings are the basis for initi-
ments the study in a positive manner Risk Assessment ating actions to solve the problems
by e...ouraging lower-tier contractor noted during the study. A company
participation. After each site visit, analysts re- evaluated as a high risk will receive

viewed the findings and made an evalu- immediate attention from the appro-
(3) On the appointment date, a ation of potential risk on each com- priate program manager and/or the

representative traveled to the pany and the program-related product manufacturing engineering staff. Pro-
contractor's facility to conduct on-site they produce. To evaluate the corn- gram offices are notified immediately
interviews. The purpose of this meet- panies, criteria were established which of high-risk situations to permit evalu-
ing was to allow the company man- included a range of factors, including ation in addressing a course of ac-
agers to talk freely and openly about equipment, materials, technology, fi- tion. Program managers are briefed
their czncerns and issues and to iden- nancial, political, marketplace, per- periodically on high- and medium-
tify the DOD industrial base situa- sonnel, and governmental interven- risk companies and a report gener-
tion from the contractors' perspec- tion. ated at the end of the study provides
tive. It gave the representative a chance risk evaluations and recommendations
to answer questions provided by the Included in the criteria were three with program-related information on
company on the initial work sheets. levels of company risk which were all companies analyzed.
After the interview, if there was avail- defined by the SMC Manufacturing
able time, a tour of the facility was Engineering Division to add continu-
requested. The purpose of this tour ity to past and future program studies.
was to form a general impression of
the company's production technology, Low Risk. The company demon-
processes and utilization. strated ability to meet production re-

quirements of known present orders
(4) Finally, the representative com- through the 1990s.

pleted an in-depth analysis of the ac-
cumulated data and documented the Medium Risk. The company had
information in a short report. The re- the desire to continue production, but
port evaluated the company status some of the factors (listed above) were

FIGURE 1. Data Gathering Methodology

Producer List
(Program Office/Prime)

Sinitial Contact Fax Worksheet

Site Visit Request

Site Visit 4

Interview/Facility Tour

If 
5

Analysis Report MILSTAR
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Figure 2 depicts res~ilts of the three Industrial Base Issues restrictions on their defense-oriented
industrial base studies. Approximately customers than counterparts in the
34 percent of the companies evalu- In addition to the evaluation of West. This may be due to the favor-
ated were either high or medium risk. company risk, this industrial base able percentage of commercial work
Additional companies will be evalu- analysis procedure is excellent for iden- most Eastern companies enjoy.
ated in future satellite studies. tifying issues in the contractor com-

munity. During face-to-face conver- Southeastern companies are expe-
Continuous monitoring of high- and sations, common problems which riencing steady growth in their com-

medium-risk companies is crucial. Dur- trouble contractors are identified and mercial industries, but government
ing the study, some low- and me- documented. work is lagging. This is due largely to
dium-risk companies encountered new the decision of most companies to
problems resulting in higher ratings; The single most significant issue build low-volume, labor-intensive com-
some high- and medium-risk compa- affecting the satellite industrial base ponents off shore.
nies solved their problems and were is the declining defense budget. Ap-
reduced to lower risks, proximately 59 percent of the 288 com- Space (Satellite)

panies visited felt the impact of the Sector Issues
After a site visit is completed, it declining defense budget. Employee

usually is simple and inexpensive to and corporate capability reductions The space and satellite industry
upxdate company status. Follow-up with were the most prevalent indications was classically characterized as pri-
company representatives usually can of cutbacks in military spending. Other marily U.S.-sourced with high tech-
be accomplished by phone and/or fac- problems included increased compe- nology requirements, high unit cost,
simile transmission. Regular follow- tition for available contracts resulting low production volume, small lot sizes,
up calls with the company keep the in longer procurement processing and and lengthy production cycles. Qual-
lines of communication open between increased time to get on contract for ity and reliability were extremely im-
the company and the staff or program smaller companies, and increased lead portant requiring the use of Joint Army-
office. times for high-technology materials Navy (JAN) Class "S" parts and

and components. extensive qualification procedures for
approval of design, parts and sources.

Regional Issues More recently, however, the space in-
dustry is characterized by discontinu-

Analysts conducted visits through- ous production, less than state-of-the-
out the country, with emphasis on art processes and manufacturing
the three major geographic areas which technologies (some of which are 20
had the greatest number of identified or more years old), increased foreign
companies: the West, East and South- dependence, and reliance on limited
east. They made observations con- availability (or obsolete) parts and com-
cerning the status of the industrial ponents.
base supporting satellite systems in
each area. In general terms, Western In addition, increased Occupational
lower-tier contractors are having more Safety and Health Agencies (OSHA)
difficulty, primarily because they are and Environmental Protection Agen-
more exclusively dedicated to their cies (EPA) restrictions on emissions
aerospace business base. Eastern and and discharges of materials such as
Southeastern companies have a cleaners, solvents and coatings require
broader customer base including a capital investment for compliance at
more favorable commercial customer a time of decreasing demand and gen-
base. eral economic downturn. Companies

indicate that this has led to dramatic
Communications between upper- changes in component processing,

tier and lower-tier companies seem to adversely impacted process documen-
be better in the Eastern region even tation, and increased component lead
though they are usually located far- times and costs.
ther apart. Eastern companies have a
greater desire to invest their assets to Current military budget restrictions
expand their business. The Eastern will have a negative impact on future
banking sector seems to place fewer weapon system support. While budget
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FIGURE 2. Results of Three Industrial Base lite systems, but is large enough to
Analyses extrapolate the impact on personnel

reductions. It indicates there is a

Evaluated High Med Low H+M (H+M)/ negative trend, especially on the West
Risk Risk Risk Evaluated Coast, and information from the com-
-L -t-d- panies suggests the situation is get-

ELY Study 135 19 27 890 46 34% ting worse.
Satellite Studies

Upper Tiers 96 9 17 70 26 27% Some contractors are making cor-
porate decisions based on the nega-

LowerTiers 192 31 41 120 72 38% tive publicity they see in the media.
Totals 423 59 85 279 144 34% They believe there is no longer a fu-

ture in satellite program support and
as a result are making decisions to

reductions impact companies at all cost plus contracts to continue re- modify or close their military manu-
tiers, information available at this time search and development work.
indicates that the lower tiers feel the
impact more severely than do primes d. Small companies that are highly
and major subcontractors. The sever- dependent on defense work (above
ity of the impact is related to the breadth 40 percent) are not faring well. This is
of their business base. Generally, large especially true of those supporting
companies have a larger and more programs that are vulnerable to cuts
varied business base than small gov- and/or delays. Companies with viable
ernment-oriented businesses, commercial markets are choosing to

reduce or eliminate their defense busi-
In most cases, problems for lower- ness, especially if it is not profitable.

tier companies fell into the following These companies must be identified
categories: quickly because they tend to be very .

high-technology oriented and are gen-
a. Cash-flow problems surface erally sole or single sources with high

quickly in small companies when or- qualification costs.
ders are cut or delivery schedules
stretched. One company indicated that Declining Job Market
its cash reserves have been exhausted
in attempts to sustain a knowledge One of the most significant find-
base. ings of this study was the impact the

declining defense budget is having on
b. Primes and major subcontrac- the highly skilled jobs in the satellite

tors are pulling work away from sub- industrial base. Some jobs require years • -'

contractors and into their plants. Their of specialized training, but reduced "
objectives are increased business vol- orders are forcing many companies
ume and employee retention. The re- to lay off skilled workers and termi-
suit may be increased learning curves nate narrow, government-only busi-
and qualification time which impacts ness lines.
program risk and cost.

Of 79 companies responding to the
c. Lower-tier, high-technology com- questions concerning personnel re- Defense Meteorological Satellite

panies are refusing to do research and ductions, 61 had reduced their forces
development (R&D) under present con- (23 by 50 percent or more), four had facturing lines. They are ceasing in-
tracting (fixed-price) methods. These closed their military production lines ternal research and development pro-
companies are highly dependent on and eight (including one which closed grams. These decisions ultimately re-
production orders to recover R&D costs military production) had moved to duce corporate capabilities,
and make a profit. Decreased pro- commercial markets. This sample Independent Research & Development
duction orders provide no means to encompasses a small percentage of (IR&D) and jobs, and further contrib-
recover potential losses. Lower-tier the total number of companies in- ute to the reduction of the U.S. mili-
company officials stated they need volved in production of military satel- tary industrial complex.
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Materials Issues a. A variety of problems i, the capabilities will not remain in the busi-
high purity ferrite materials industry ness. Future demands for critical com-

Increased lead times for certain high- may result in the loss of two of the ponents will become difficult, if not
technology materials and components three suppliers. If this occurs, it will impossible, to fill.
(especially "S" level parts) are a ma- affect lead times, costs and quality in
jor concern for contractors and pro- microwave guides and other similar Unique
gram managers. These special mate- parts. California Issues
rials and components ire usually
exclusive to defense projects and re- b. The DOD is instituting a ban During this study, California
quire specialized techniques and pro- against certain fluorocarbon chemi- contractors cited common concerns
cesses. In many cases, they replace cals used for cleaning and processing about the South Coast Air Quality
more profitable commercial processes. printed circuit boards and parts. De- Management District (SCAQMD), high
Reduced order quantities drive yields fense contractors routinely use these medical and worker compensation
down and costs up, making what was products in their processes. The ban premiums, failed lending institutions,
marginally profitable work unprofit- will force several contractors to halt and financial institution lending poli-

their processes and may force some cies.
out of business, if acceptable alterna-
tives are not developed. Materials fac- These issues seem minor in nature
ing prohibition include: but, when taken collectively, they se-

verely impact the California defense
Class I -- Most potent ozone depleters contractor's profitability. Consequently,

some are planning to move out of the
Group I Chloroluorocarbons (CFC) state. These moves may result in dis-
Group II Halons ruptions to program schedules due to
Group III All other fully halogenated setup and requalification requirements

CFCs and could add significant delays to
Group IV Carbon Tetrachloride manufacturing processes.
Group V Methyl Chloroform

The SCAQMD is charged with the
Class II - -Hydrochlorofluorocarbons environmental protection of South-
(HCFCs). ern California, which encompasses

Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange and San
c. Declining defense orders forced Bernardino Counties. It regulates the

some "S" level producers to stop manu- use and disposal of toxic chemicals
facturing to Class "S" level specifica- and enforces these regulations through
tions. Order quantities have fallen to fines levied directly against the com-
the point of marginal profitability. A panies. The agency also issues per-
few contractors stated they will never mits allowing companies to use and
reenter the "S" level market because dispose of chemicals used in manu-
the limited reward simply does not facturing. A permit can cost manufac-
justify the risk. In 1991 the Defense turers from a hundred to hundreds of
Electronics Supply Center (DESC) had thousands of dollars, depending on
four qualified producers of IAN Class the chemical in use and its disposal
S transistors and diodes. As of Janu- criteria.
ary 1992, there were two.

There is a secondary cost associ-
d. The number of contractors ca- ated with management. Management-

pable of producing radiation hard- level attention (and, in most cases, a
able. Overhead costs spread over a ened components is declining. Man- dedicated manager) is required to
lower volume makes good producers agement of the last large certified handle the paperwork associated with
less competitive under current con- manufacturer anticipates difficulty in permit maintenance and control. These
tracting standards. producing radiation hardened com- costs are eventually included in the

ponents in the future due to the re- end-item manufacturing price, mak-
Lead times and delays are increas- duction in their suppliers' nuclear and ing them less competitive than com-

ing for a number of parts and materi- ICBM business base. Many of their panies located outside SCAQMD
als. Some of the associated follow: suppliers with unique facilities and jurisdiction.
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FIGURE 3. Vendors' Issues to provide products within cost, qual-
Govt Agency Causes Slippage - ity and schedule requirements are

Critical Component/Part within government control. Although
"S* Level Parts these same issues were identified dur-
Documentation ing previous studies, little has been

Bus Vol Low/Uncertain Future done to reduce their impact on the
Sole/Single Source manufacturers.

Production Quality + or-
Long Lead Times

Economics Affect Production Problems associated with specifi-
Acquisition cation change procedures, contract

EPA approval processes, government in-
Specifications- spection delays, government parts

Low or NO Profits -
Capability Issues-supply management, excessive gay-
Capacity Issues ernment documentation and paper-

Critical Materials work are all very real to the company
Corporate Move managers interviewed. These problems,

Skills created by the bureaucratic process,
Labor Skills will continue to limit efficient busi-

Foreign Source -
Tech Transfer Hinders Prod ness practices if left unchecked. Fig-

Diminishing Sources ure 3 summarizes the constraints iden-
Tooling Shortage tified by the contractors surveyed

Proprietary Process during this study.
Foreign Dependent

Approval Process Lengthy Recommendations
Transportation

Surge/Mobilzation A
Special Tests As part of the industrial base analy-

Special Alloys sis process, analysts provided recom-
Excess Vendors mended actions to reduce or mitigate

Aging Tools/Eqmt/Processes- risk for each company evaluated as a
00 15 2 25 3A0 35 h0 455 high or medium risk. The recommen-

dations fell within various categories.
The highest percentage of actions fell

Currently, California employers pay ated with long litigations. Again, these into the "Monitor Progress" and "Spe-
higher health care and workers com- costs increase the manufacturers end- cial Action" categories.
pensation premiums than any other item price and further contribute to
state, and this cost is compounded noncompetitiveness. Follow-up actions were accom-
by high rates of employee medical plished by Space and Missile Sys-
and stress claims. One employer stated Lastly, industry is telling us that tems Center Manufacturing Engineer-
his company's medical claims and lending institutions in the Southern ing Division, the program offices,
litigation costs equal approximately California area will not recognize re- or the Wright Laboratory Industrial
ten percent of U.S. sales. Another ceivables from government contracts Base Analysis Division. In some cases,
employer of 41 stated his company's as legitimate receivables for collateral prime contractor intervention was re-
annual medical care and workers' com- when applying for a line of credit. quired to resolve problems. Procedures
pensation costs were $250,000. Work- This forces small government-only were established to expedite the re-
related medical claims are on the rise. contractors to use private assets for lease of proprietary data and forward
Some company officials confirmed that collateral on their line of credit. The findings to the prime contractor for
after a layoff, they expect approxi- companies believe this is an unfair resolution.
mately 50 percent of the released em- practice and feel that a congressional
ployees will sue for work-related or bill should be introduced to halt this Management
stress-induced injuries. Management practice. (Note: this is a California Recommendations
costs associated with these cases can phenomenon).
be very high. The satellite analyses were not

Vendor Constraints intended to gather the detailed infor-
Therefore, in most cases, compa- mation necessary to analyze every

nies settle out of court to reduce the Some of the key issues raised by aspect of the subcontractors processes.
legal and management costs associ- vendors as constraints to their ability The primary objective was to gather
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supporting information to evaluate these key suppliers through focused ondary information on problems which
company and product risks. However, site visits and company/product analy- affect other programs. In addition, these
in the process of management ses will quickly highlight approximately studies comply with the requirements
interviews it became obvious the 30 percent as medium or high risk. of DODD 5000.1, "Defense Acquisi-
government must take actions to Generally, this 30 percent creates 80 tion," and DODI 5000.2, "Defense
effect changes in management pro- percent of the program problems. Acquisition Management Policies and
cesses. Procedures."

With up-front knowledge and a
It was immediately apparent dur- cooperative spirit, much of the The SMC studies proved the value

ing site visits that many companies problem's devastating long-term ef- of focused industrial base assessments.
are making profit-motivated decisions fects can be alleviated effectively. Solv- Although cost and schedule reduc-
to reduce or halt their business with ing problems in the early stages will tions are difficul: to quantify, sched-
the government. Actions by the gov- reduce cost overruns and program ule reductions are realized as a result
ernment need to address the reduc- delays and improve quality and reli- of early identification of failed busi-
tion of lead times required to contract ability in the long run. nesses and immediate qualification
for components and improve the cus- of new product sources.
tomer-supplier relationships while Reactive program management al-
maintaining the necessary quality and ways leads to "fire fighting" exercises, The cost of a proactive industrial
reliability. poorer quality, delivery delays and base analysis effort is very inexpen-

cost overruns. Some prime contrac- sive when compared to the cost of a
The declining defense budget has tors unintentionally ignore long-term program slip which could have been

created a climate demanding imme- program concerns. They tend to fo- avoided. Proactive program manag-
diate action to address the core is- cus on the crisis of the week. The ers need timely information to man-
sues to prevent the further decay of data collection and analysis methods age their industrial base issues, and
our high-technology industrial capa- developed at Space and Missile Sys- this type of industrial base analysis
bilities. Timely information concern- tems Center can aid program manag- will provide them with the informa-
ing proposed future weapon systems ers and their management teams in tion they need to deliver their sys-
needs to be disseminated to all con- early problem identification and can tems on time and within cost and
tract tiers when possible. amplify a proactive program strategy. performance objectives.

To help educate future Air Force Conclusions Endnotes
leaders, intermediate and senior pro-
curement course managers should Previous industrial base studies 1. In 1988, Avtex Fibers Inc., closed
present the SMC Manufacturing En- focused on particular industries or on short notice as a result of large
gineering Division methodology for materials. They looked at each indus- losses and multiple EPA violations.
review and consideration for use DOD- try from a total supply vs. total de- At the time, Avtex Fibers Inc., was
wide. Ultimately, every program man- mand approach. Rarely could the find- the only supplier of space-qualified
ager and staff member should under- ings from these studies be broken down rayon yarn used in the exit nozzles of
stand the proactive approach to to a level beneficial to the program space launch vehicle rocket motors.
industrial base management and uti- manager. They provided no basis for Also in 1988, Pepcon Inc., experi-
lize these techniques to reduce cost proactive decision making and were enced a catastrophic explosion that
and schedule overruns, ultimately given very little attention closed the plant and eliminated half

at the program-office level, of the U.S. supply of ammonium per-
The Goal Is chlorate, an oxidizer ingredient for
Proactive Management The industrial base studies con- solid rocket propellants. These inci-

ducted by the Space and Missile Sys- dents raised congressional interest in
The success of a program depends tems Center provide a vertically inte- how the DOD managed its industrial

largely on the proactive efforts of the grated analysis of all companies and base.
management team. Early problem iden- industries associated with a particu-
tification is crucial. Gathering data to lar program. They start at the top level 2. The SAMIIS is a user-friendly man-
surface potential problems and solve and research potential problems down agement information system permit-
them quickly is fundamental. Con- to the lowest-level producer practi- ting simplified and comprehensive
centrating only on the program's single, cal. In the process, the studies high- analysis of industrial base informa-
sole and foreign source suppliers will light the fact that many companies tion. The SAMIIS contains more than
narrow the total to be analyzed from support multiple satellite programs. 3,400 companies, 650 programs, 3,560
thousands to hundreds. Analyzing Consequently, the studies provide sec- products and 8,000 relationships.
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DSMC RESEARCH FELLOWS
HANDBOOK CONCERNS

MODELING AND SIMULATION
Their Use in the Future Acquisition Process

Lieutenant Colonel Richard 0. Roop, USAF

long with
the many

discussions and in-
formation pertaining
to acquisition re-
form, you may have
heard the acronyms
EXCIMS, DMSO
and, now, ATFMS.
If you have and un-
derstand who and
what they are, you
are way ahead of
your colleagues. For
those who have not 5 0 0 g .C GOD c Er
heard about, or do
not understand, 4 JULY 1776 - GEORGE fathered the U.S.A.
these acronyms, this 2 J
article will clarify
them. 30 JUNE 1993 - DDR&E established ATFMS

Background S i R

CAUTION: If you do not understand the first two events mentioned above,
Modeling and do not proceed! If you do understand the first two events, read on!

simulation (M&tS)

are powerful tools to
improve the acquisition process - cess (design, test, manufacture, sup- ing and Simulation (ATFMS), June
such as improved, up-front analysis port, etc.), common shared databases, 30, 1993. The ATFMS wiil report to
and definition of requirements, early and the potential for conducting mul- Dr. Jones through the Executive Coun-
simulation of the development pro- tivariate analysis in the complex "what sel on Models and Simulation

if" world of the program manager. The (EXCIMS). Figure 1 may help shed
bottom line is M&S saves resources. some light on these relationships.

Lieutenant Colonel Roop is a Re- Working toward that end, Dr. Anita Dr. Jones selected Dr. Adelia E.
search Fellow with the Research and K. Jones, Director, of Defense Research Ritchie, Executive Director, Research
Information Division at the Defense and Engineering (DDR&E), established and Information Division, Defense
Systems Management College. the Acquisition Task Force on Model- Systems Management College (DSMC-
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"• suits that affected the Milestone IISdecision relate to the modeling used
:t to support the current decision? Are
Sprior results and/or models thrown
to.•, out? Are lessons learned incorporated?
e•o Are models improved or validated with
e..o• actual test data?

v

' With this in mind, a study was
•. needed to look at how M&Ss are used

i. in the acquisition process, to deter-
• I : mine how to weave M&S into the

S/ q . . integrated fabric of the cradle-to-grave

acquisition process, how M&S mighti l • ""/ provide the basis for sound program-

matic decisions in the future acquisi-
tion process, and to provide a road

'- • J map on how to reach that goal.

S. d • • "• • That goal supports the vision of anl Integrated Acquisition Environment,
an architecture for acquisition that

From lefl: L TC "Pip'" Piplani, USA: loan Sable: Lt Col Rich Roop, USAF; Col Joe Mercer, USAF. effectively invokes all available deci-
sion-support tools in a preplanned,

!o chair theATFMS. Dr. Ritchie's ponents. Many plans were made, but coordinated manner, while allowing
:r is to lead the task force in there was little movement toward the flexibility toadapttothe evolving

S.... •ngabaseline, incorporatingM&S implementation of any DOD-level acquisition process.
into the vision of acquisition reform, policy changes.
and recommending actions that will DSMC
integrate the use of M&S into the Downward trends in the DOD ac- Military Research
acquisition process, quisition budget provided a forcing Fellowship Program

function. During his testimony before
During the summer of 1990, two the House Armed Services Commit- The DSMC has sponsored the mili-

offices of the Secretary of Defense tee in connection with the President's tary research fellowship program since
joined efforts to improve the Budget, March 30, 1993, Secretary of its inception. The Defense Modeling
Department's management and tech- Defense Les Aspin stated that "DAD and Simulation (DMSO) isits FY 1993-
nology in the area of modeling and is planning to undertake acquisition 94 sponsor. The program, managed
simulation (M&S). This led to the reforms that are even bolder than the by Ms. loan Sable, DSMC-RD, was
Deputy Secretary of Defense Packard Commission proposed. Goais chartered in1987 by the USD(A) and
(DEPSECDEF) approving an M&S include streamlining and improving highlights a commitment to systems
management plan and assigning the acquisition, simplifying acquisition acquisition excellence. It provides a
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisi- guidance, and establishing joint civil- unique opportunity for selected offic-
tion) (USD(A)), now the Under Sec- ian-military requirements." ers to impact directly the acquisition
retary of Defense (Acquisition and process by developing new and inno-
Technology) (USD(A&T)), the respon- Models and simulations are viewed vative concepts for systems acquisi-
sibility in lune 1991. This plan also as a vital aspect of acquisition reform, tion management.
established the EXCIMS and DMSO.
The EXCIMS is an advisory group to Tools The research period is 11 months.
the USD(A&T) on M&S policy, initia- The first month, August, is to initiate
tires, standards and investments. The Although M&S tools have become background research, develop a re-
DMSO is the executive secretariat for very sophisticated and enjoy broad search plan, and consult with the
EXCIMS; DMSO provides a full-time application throughout the DOD, the DSMC faculty. This is followed by
focal point for M&S activities, and impact of their use on programmatic attendance at the 12-week Harvard
promulgates USD(A&T)-directed M&S decisions is not well understood. For School of Business Program for Man-
policy, initiatives and guidance pro- example, at a Milestone III decision, agement Development (PMD) begin-
mating cooperation among DOD cam- one may ask: How do the model re- ning in September. The Fellows return
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FIGURE 1. lhc .\ihiarv Kc,.cardi ~cio\m ItI
Coltk~ .IctNlr%:c LISM\-ind [IIC "Pip-

USD(A&T) l'rplani LISA\. wcre *clc,:icd ironi within
tihe PS.\C iacultfV. It IC01 Rich R001p.
LIS.\1 \\,I, -cIc,:Icd bv S.\1 .Qt)

EXCIMS rer~reit thc~l .Ir orlc ]hcir go' I!,
F 10~t p~r0oidc a1 1,110%J.11 Mianagcr mlod-

cling aind '.iniulau1onl ha.1ith'ook .I, a

ATFMS~~ DD&Lidc t0Jad in IIIC c\ ol lt iofarv (not
tew\ otuioiiarv) mio\ cnint Into a uto-

muIII,. ic'.tifl ad iraimni' major to-
DMSO ýDS M C 1:0"' onl Jcqu i,1 I'll' Allciii tee if,-!o

I fomray abe II'It Ji a morc narr1owiy to-

DSMC-RD %U'.Ci cflort. Wa'.I pi\ ided I'v tile V)

Research I- W Ke' "Rc.em%:h IclowN' trough 111CIr
Fellowsrc'.caiii nInto \irwiai rrktotvpinc

I ook tor tice handhook nI Sclpicn
Iher 1,-"4 QuLc'i rIN~ petin rn.111L lo the

to DS.MC in late Novembt'er it) comn- ito be pu1,1"..h1Cd 1w tile IPI rc' PNI ¶liavRccrh low.
pkete the research effort. Thi%- hMANdK~k. I itt b lbr0Jad d11- l'~IoAram 11h00d he dIIrcctcd toN N1'

Irrbutcd 1 1to proeram ot iicc'. poIc,: SahiIc I ):N (, -'& ;S ot Conn 4..&lmeaI
The focus ol this year'. effort I, ito miakcrs. n;litarv dcp~xinmitni tiovcrnITOIsl'2;; ax~ IO .k I Q-S

develop and prToNUCduc a handbook On mcnt oltficc. rc~cattch ccnicr' libiar
M&~S relating ito pro-grani management. ic'. and a~aclmitc in'iftuiilon

I.1Y'TTFR TO TI If' [1PlToK

I found v'our article on thle "unprecccdcnicdl .\ Imorandutm or Ac~reemeITr betwee itcr 01 n1dou'z
College of the Armed [orcc, and the POC11Cn~ i%%-ternI MNLanCemIcntI kColtcj2c WSINC) :LIIIC ntr'1 nc
is encoura~rct nwta i tr c ,tce are nowý wokrkin t lcter oa e u i o

I would like ito point OUt. h10owcIc tilm tice Informal It'l Rc"'11ou r M c' 1 N Ianaccmn (I I RN Ii CotCCcc tile
ne'veýt collegc of tile Nationail Pcfcn'e LI nivcr'rbv.. and 1P\IC 'icnIci 71c11oran1dal dur inc I h.hat

established relation-ship', K-twccn tile two jiotvi A .\1 a rC'utt a1n IRMi C0I]CPC PrOl . -Or attncdtiticii11
Proiram [\Ianagernentl Cour-,c. IPSNk w inxiicd to parm ic iatc In I NM tollcizc , ditancc Icariiing
initiatives. I NM College i'. offetrnc ouourC0rwc,.atI P\IC rccronal e ntecr' dur mc 111i' li -ca'ca and 1 RN
College professors, havc tought ctcctiec% at1 LSNIC Additionally. PsN1C a4cd INRi Colic.0c ito parlicipaic11
in the A\cquisition Nianaicement I unctionat l'Board

Fm pleased these ctvperative step, wcrc Initiatcd. .1rid I hopeIN hat1 lithc a1:CC"ciccnt ý\ III coni I nc to he
recognized in future vear*,

Iot'n \1 C.rabctto

Ed. Note: The reference to "unprecedented" National I'cicni'c Llnrxci~ilv
pertained to the PSNIC academic agere Information Kc'.ourtx' \Ianaccmcni Coilckc
ment with ICAV Wa'hirnciori. 1) C
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NEW DSMC '94 CATALOG
IS AVAILABLE

If vou are on our automatic mailing list,
you may have your copy. If not. and you
would like to have one, call the registrar at
(703) 805-2227 or DSN 655-2227.

The updated. informative catalog

includes:

"* Class schedules for each short course

"* Maps to Fort Belvoir and an overview
map of the main campus

* A complete academic schedule

* Information on the PMC

"* Updated information on the graduate
credit

"* DSMC publications and ordering
information

" "I tow to Apply" section

"* Our newest list of faculty and staff

"* A useful phone index.

56n
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dward Hirsch, BG, USA (Ret.), became Provost and
Deputy Commandant on August 26, 1993. He had

served as Acting Provost and Deputy Commandant since
May 3, 1993, and previously was Chair for Acquisition
Management, Executive Institute, DSMC. He has been at
DSMC since 1984. He has a B.S. degree in history and
military science and an M.A. degree in international rela-
tions from the University of Maryland.

D r. Adelia E. Ritchie is Executive Director of the Re-
search and Information Division. Her previous

assignment was Professor of Systems Acquisition Manage-
ment, Test and Evaluation Department, Faculty Division,
DSMC. She came to DSMC from the Test and Evaluation
Group of Science Applications International Corporation,
Inc. She holds a B.S. degree in chemistry/physics from the
University of West Florida, and an M.S. degree in physical
organic chemistry and a Ph.D. in organic chemistry from
Northwestern University.

aptain Daniel E. Brown, USN, is Dean of the Program
Management Education Division. Before coming to

DSMC, he wvas Project Manager for Active Acoustic Sys-
tems in Assault and Special Mission Programs under the
Program Executive Officer at the Air ASW Systems Program
Office. He has a B.S. degree in oceanography from the U.S.
Naval Academy and an M.S. degree in antisubmarine war-

fa fare from the Naval Postgraduate School.

olonel William E. Knight, USA, is Dean of the Division
of College Operations and Services. He comes to DSMC

from Total Army PERSCOM, Alexandria, Va., where he was
Chief of the Military Acquisition Management Branch. He
holds a B.S. degree in marketing from Southwest Missouri
State University, and an M.S. degree in logistics manage-
ment in 1978, and an M.B.A. degree in business from the
Florida Institute of Technology in 1982.
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THE NATIONAL PERFORMANCE
REVIEW PRESENTATION

F ramed by the bulk of docu- broken processes of the federal sys- change. Other federal agencies pro-
ments that define the "redtape" tern could be fixed if advice on how vided their unique input. The out-

of the federal bureaucracy, Vice Presi- to fix them, as defined by the rank come was the National Performance
dent Albert Gore. Ir., spoke to Presi- and file of the federal workforce, were Review, backed up with data and case
dent Bill Clinton and gathered offi- applied. history files that define how "govern-
cials: "This document is about change ment can work better and cost less."
- historic change - in the way gov- At the Defense Systems Manage-
eminent works." In a ceremony at mnnt College (DSMC), our advice on The real cost savings will come
the White House on September 7, how to fix these broken processes was from cutting certain OPM regulations
the Vice President went on to say the defined in a 1,500-page report on ac- that preclude agencies from conduct-

quisition reform man- ing their internal hirings and firings;
dated by Congress. by eliminating "through channels of
The report, com- administrative approval" for purchases
monly referred to as under $100,000; by focusing the in-
The 800 Panel Re- spectors general on truly being there
port, defined a year's to "help" with defective systems, and
effort by the College recommending improvements as op-
in a special tasking posed to the effort to find fraud, waste
to present an "hon- and abuse. But, the biggest change

est broker's" view of of all is listening to the voice of the
how DOD procure- customer the American citizen.
ment practices must

Photos by Richard Mattox

lay W. Gould III
(left), DSMC repre-

sentative at the cer-
Tmony, with SGore-
tora Ma, of Defense Les
Aspin.

Ronald Mllinarchik.
Office of the Assis-
tant Secretarv of the
Army (Research, De- Vice President Albert Gore. Jr., at the formal presen-
veloprnent and Ac- ration of the National pe'rformance Review.
quisition). Program
Management Class
q•3-2 student. and
Tipper Gore.
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THE INTERMEDIATE SYSTEMS
ACQUISITION COURSE

Lieutenant Colonel Ron Hitzelberger, USAF

Q ] n 1 October 1993, the De- On 1 October 1993, petency-based curriculum. Student
fense Systems Management evaluations are consistent with adult

College (DSMC) Acquisition Basics the Defense Systems educational practices. Learning rela-
Course was renamed the Intermedi- tive to the course objectives and de-
ate Systems Acquisition Course (ISAC) Management College sired learning outcomes is measured
to reflect the course content better. (DSMC) Acquisition individually and by group.
The ISAC is an integrated course in

systems acquisition management de- Basics Course was Students must achieve at least a
signed for intermediate-level systems 70 percent score on the twvo compre-
acquisition professionals or acquisi- renamed the hensive examinations that are taken
tion specialists who need broadening Intermediate Systems in class in a small group setting. Each
in systems acquisition management. group grade counts as the individual's

Acquisition Course grade. We believe this promotes group
The course provides a comprehen- cohesion, team-building, shared knowl-

sive overview of Department of De- (ISAC) to reflect the edge, and synergistic learning.
fense systems acquisition management, course content better.
technical and business processes, and Students also have weekly indi-
presents the program management vidual learning requirements that in-
integration process that ties the pro- Course Structure clude an assessment of the lessons
cesses together. The ISAC goal is to learned during the previous week and
immerse the students in each pro- The ISAC is structured to provide a learning plan for the material in the
cess, acquaint them with the special- the essential knowledge and integrat- week ahead.
ized terminology, familiarize them with ing skills necessary to successfully
the roles of the primary acquisition manage a system acquisition program. Equivalency
players, and demonstrate how it all The course is structured around 13 Exam
fits together. functional areas. Lessons of an inte-

grative or administrative nature are The DSMC has developed an ISAC
The ISAC is designed to develop designated as Integrated Subjects (IS). equivalency examination for acquisi-

knowledgeable, competent managers tion professionals and specialists who
capable of planning, organizing, di- The 13 ISAC functional areas are believe their on-the-job experience,
recting and controlling defense ac- Acquisition Policy and Environment, background and previous training have
quisition programs from the conceptual Contractor Financial Management, given them equivalent knowledge of
stages through the fielding, postpro- Contract Management, Cost/Schedule the core acquisition functional areas
duction support and product improve- Control, Funds Management, Logis- and how these disciplines are inte-
ment of systems. In addition to com- tics Support, Managerial Development, grated.
prehensive knowledge of acquisition Manufacturing Management, Prin-
management disciplines, the course ciples of Program Management, Sys- The equivalency exam is structured
emphasizes using judgment, initiative tems Engineering, Software Manage- in two parts. Part one is a four-hour,
and critical thinking through exten- ment, Test and Evaluation, and Total multiple-choice exam and serves as a
sive group interaction and exercises. Quality Management. screen for part two. Part two is a three-

hour, short answer/essay/case-study
Lt Col Hitzelberger is Professor of Evaluation Procedures exam. Only students achieving a mini-

Systems Acquisition Management, Ex- mum score of 70 percent on part one
ecutive and Short Courses Division, The Intermediate Systems Acqui- of the exam will be given the opportu-
DSMC. sition Course is an adult-level, com- nity to take part two.
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Equivalency Exam - I £ ,
Schedulc/Locations

7-9 Dec 93 Fort Belvoir

15-17 Mar 94 St. Louis
12-14 Apr 94 Los Angeles Name:
14-16 jun 94 Huntsville
6-8 lul 94 Boston

Each offering of the equivalency Job Title:
exam is scheduled over a three-day
period. Day one activities start at 1300
(local time) and include an overview
of the ISAC. Each student will receive
a copy of the course syllabus (with SSN:
desired learning outcomes for each
ISAC lesson) and a copy of the Exam
Review package being used in the
four-week course. Series/Grade/Rank:

Day two is student study time. kn
ISAC course director will be available
from 0800-1700 (local time) during Service:
day two to answer student questions
on !' aurse material.

The exam will be given in two Major Command:
parts on day three. Part one, a 200-
question, multiple-choice exam, will
be given from 0800-1200. Students
with a minimum score of 70 percent Present Duty Address:
on part one will be given part two, a
short-answer/essay/case-study exam,
from 1330-1630. The DSMC will mail
part two scores to students within 10
working days. Students with a mini-
mum score of 70 percent on each part
of the exam will receive an ISAC
Equivalency Exam Certificate of Date and Location of Exam:
Completion. (please select one)

Registration El 7-9 Dec 93 Fort Belvoir
El 15-17 Mar 94 St. Louis

Acquisition professionals and spe- El 12-14 Apr 94 Los Angeles
cialists who meet the DOD 5000.52M El 14-16 Jun 94 Huntsville
experience and education standards
for their career path may register for 11 6-8 Jul 94 Boston
the ISAC equivalency exam by com-
pleting the following registration form
and returning it to:
DEFENSE SYST MGMT COLG Signature:
ATTN: ESC-A ISAC EQUIVALENCY

EXAM
9820 BELVOIR ROAD Date:
SUITE G38
FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5565.
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New DSMC Publications
NOW AVAILABLE:

* Deliberation Support Division (DSD) Products and Services

For a copy, call: (703) 805-3854/5783, DSN 655-3854/5783.

To obtain the following, nongovernment personnel may write to: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20204. Government personnel may
write or fax a request to: DEFENSE SYST MGMT COLG, ATTN OSPR, 9820 BELVOIR RD,
SUITE G38, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5565, (703) 805-3857.

9 Effects of a Scale-Down in Defense Budgets
Stock No. 008-020-01306-4 Price: $ 8.00

9 Defense Systems Acquisition Management Process Chart, Corp 2008 (Sept '93)
Stock No. 008-020-01305-6 Price: $ 1.50

. The Office of the Secretary of Defense and the United States Postal

Service (USPS) have devised a standardized DOD address format
compatible with USPS addressing standards. The main purpose is to
qualify DOD for processing mail on USPS automated equipment and
capture potential postage discounts. The DOD address format will
comprise up to five lines to include the use of a street name in the
"Delivery Address Line."

Your agency may be affected by this new format. If so, send your
new address by December 31 to:

DEFENSE SYST MGMT COLG
ATTN DSMC PRESS
9820 BELVOIR ROAD
SUITE G38
FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5565
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Photo by Richard Mattox

Colonel WVillitam E. Knight. LISA, De.an of Defk'nsc S't.msana~gement College fl•\ IC) O)pcra-
tions and Services, with IBob Sehieffe'r (center), Chicf Wc.lshingtotn Corrc.spotndent for CI;S News.
alndMr Gor4 Kriornm ADPA Industry chair. Eeuative~ Institue DS\C uin,\r.

CBS NEWS ANCHOR
LECTURES AT DSMC

On October 27 1993 Bob Schleffer, chief WVashington c~orrespondent and
weekend anchorman for CBS New~s and moderator for the populair television
program, Face the Nation, \vas distinguished guest lecturer at the Defense Systems
Management College before approximately 500 Department of Defense (DOD)
acquisition professionals. He. discussed the unique rel ationship between the
media and the DOD.

Relating some of the experiences during his 35 years in the media, Correspon-
dent Schieffer spoke on covering the Pentagon earlier in his career as wvell as his
tour in Vietnam. Later assignments included the State Department. the White
House and Capitol Hill. He has received broa~dca]st new~s •\,atrds. including four
Emmys.

Well received by the College staff and faculty. Schieffer's thoughtful and
straightforward advice on how DOD acquisition professionals should interface
with the media provided refreshing new thoughts and greater insight to program


